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Abstract
Background: Safety in acute mental health units (acute units) is a priority for
consumers, carers, nurses, and mental health services. Safety in acute units is
frequently conceptualised as the prevention of adverse events. This meaning of
safety compels nurses to practice in ways that are focused on risk. This is timeintensive and requires nurses to be hypervigilant to risk. Anomalously, this meaning
of safety has been associated with a reduced experience of safety by many
consumers. This suggests the meaning of safety applied as the dominant paradigm
in mental health services is not consistent with the meaning of safety held by
consumers who experience admission to acute units. Consumers are vulnerable
when admitted to an acute unit, and there is little understanding about what safety
means for them in this setting. As a result, consumers’ safety needs may not be
adequately prioritised. This is significant in that feeling safe can assist consumers
in their recovery. Assisting consumers’ recovery is a primary objective of mental
health services.
Aim: This Doctoral Project seeks to explore what safety means for consumers who
have experienced admission to acute units.
Methods: A qualitative descriptive study, informed by naturalistic inquiry was
undertaken. Fifteen people who had experienced admission to an acute unit were
individually interviewed. Data were collected via individual semi-structured
interviews and analysed inductively using thematic analysis.
Findings: Three themes were identified. The first theme, Influence of Nurses related
to participants’ descriptions of the important role played by nurses in supporting
consumers’ safety. This theme included sub-themes of availability, responsiveness
and caring. Each sub-theme explored nursing actions that enhanced participants’
sense of safety in acute units.
The second theme, Personhood related to the need for participants’ identity as a
person to be acknowledged when they were admitted to an acute unit. This theme
included the sub-themes; seen as an equal, being respected, and able to make
choices. These sub-themes were associated with the interactions participants had
on acute units that affirmed their social worth and status.
iv

The third theme, Supportive Environment referred to the physical and social context
within which participants interacted daily during their admission. This theme
incorporated sub-themes of privacy, other consumers, and meaningful activities.
The sub-themes reflected the interpersonal needs that participants associated with
safety during their acute unit admission.
Discussion: Acute units are considered high risk mental healthcare settings. The
dominant risk-oriented approach to safety in mental healthcare services, however,
views consumers as primary risks, and consumers are therefore engaged with as
risks to be managed. This approach does not align with participants’ descriptions of
what safety means for them when they are admitted to acute units. The meanings
of safety described by participants in this study revealed the limitations of the riskoriented approach to safety and the potential for this approach to undermine
consumers’ safety and recovery.
Conclusion: By describing what safety meant for them when they were admitted to
an acute unit, participants articulated what they needed to feel safe, both physically
and psychologically, within acute units. These insights can inform the way
consumers’ safety is prioritised in mental health services, including the focus of
nursing practice and the environment in which care is delivered.
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Glossary

Acute mental health
inpatient unit

Specialised hospital facility that offers admission for the
purpose of assessment, diagnosis, observation,
treatment, and recovery for consumers with known or
suspected acute mental illness or disorder(1).

Consumer

Person with current or past experience of mental illness
or disorder who has used mental health services(2).

Involuntary admission

Admission to an acute mental health inpatient unit that
is initiated without a consumer’s consent and is enabled
through mental health legislation(3).

Mental illness

Diagnosable health problem that can significantly affect
how people feel, think, act, and interact with other
people. The term mental health disorder is also used to
refer to these health problems. Examples of mental
illness include schizophrenia, bipolar disorder, anxiety,
depression(2).

Recovery

The ability to live a life that is personally meaningful
despite the experience of mental illness(4)

Voluntary admission

Hospital admission which is undertaken by a consumer
by choice(3).
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Introduction
People experiencing severe symptoms of mental illness can require admission to
an acute mental health unit (acute unit) because it is not safe for them to remain in
the community. Admission to an acute unit is intended to promote safety for
consumers. Consumers admitted to acute units, however, do not always feel safe.
This anomaly suggests that consumers’ safety needs are not adequately addressed
in acute units. As health professionals, nurses have the closest and most continuous
contact with consumers within acute units and thus have a primary responsibility to
ensure consumers are safe. To fulfil this responsibility effectively, nurses need a
deep understanding of what safety means for consumers during their acute unit
admission.
Mental illness
Mental illness is a clinically diagnosable, non-communicable condition that can
significantly impair a person’s thoughts, emotions and/or social interactions(2). The
term mental illness encompasses a wide range of mental and behavioural disorders
that range in severity from mild to serious, according to the degree of impairment
experienced(5). Mental illness affects 792 million people globally(6) and is one of the
world’s leading causes of disability(7). The most prevalent mental illness is anxiety,
with some 284 million people experiencing anxiety disorders worldwide(8).
Depression is the next most prevalent mental illness, with 264 million people
diagnosed(8). Bipolar disorder and schizophrenia are categorised as serious mental
illnesses and respectively affect an estimated 46 million and 20 million people
internationally(6). In Australia, mental illness affects an estimated 5 million, or one in
five Australians each year(9). This makes mental illness one of the top three causes
of burden of disease in Australia(2). Consistent with global trends(6), close to half
(45%) of all Australians aged 16-85 years will experience some form of mental illhealth in their lifetime(5).
Mental illness impairs the quality of life, productivity, and longevity for many people
around the world. People with mental illness have a significantly higher mortality
rate than the general population(10). Men diagnosed with mental illness die
approximately 10.2 years earlier, and women living with mental illness die
approximately 7.3 years earlier than the general population(10). Compared to the
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general population, people with mental illness are twice as likely to smoke cigarettes
each day, are more likely to drink alcohol at risky levels and to use illicit drugs(11),
and be obese(12). People with mental illness are also more likely to experience
relationship breakdown(12), leave school early and be unemployed than the general
population(13). As a result, people with mental illness are more likely to be
socioeconomically disadvantaged and dependent on welfare(13). Lost workforce
participation and productivity due to mental illness are estimated to cost the
Australian economy between $12-39 billion per year(12). People living with mental
illness are likely to experience social stigma, which can lead them to feel devalued,
discriminated against and marginalised, and can be a barrier to seeking
healthcare(14). Symptoms of mental illness can lead consumers to experience
feelings of distress, fear, and disconnection from others(15). Frustration due to the
often-relapsing nature of mental illness can compound these experiences and lead
to a loss of hope for many consumers(15). As a result, self-harm and suicide are
commonly associated with the experience of mental illness(16).
Australia has a comprehensive system of specialised mental health services
provided by government (public), private (for profit) and non-government (not for
profit) organisations(5). The majority of specialised mental health services in
Australia are public and, as they are Government funded, are provided free of
charge(5). Public mental health services are provided within community, inpatient
(hospital) and residential settings(5). Acute mental health services provide short term
care for people experiencing severe episodes of mental illness(5,17). Acute services
are generally provided in the community(18), however, acute inpatient services are
available for people who are not able to be safely cared for in the community(1). Nonacute services provide medium to long-term care or rehabilitation(1) for consumers
experiencing longer-term symptoms of mental illness(5). Non-acute services are
generally provided in the community, but for consumers experiencing substantial
impairment, care may be provided in residential or non-acute inpatient services(17).
In line with international trends, the availability of acute and non-acute inpatient
mental health services has declined over the past three decades as communitybased services have increased(19).
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Acute units in Australia
Despite the growth of community-based mental health services, inpatient services
remain an important part of Australia’s comprehensive mental healthcare system.
There is an average of 28 public mental health beds per 100,000 people in
Australia(1). These beds are targeted for discrete populations, namely, children,
adults, older people and forensic patients(5). Most of the beds (approx. 5,397) are in
mental health units located within general public hospitals, while the remaining beds
(approx. 1,606) are in specialist, standalone psychiatric hospitals(1). Three quarters
(74.4%) of public mental health beds are classified as acute for people experiencing
severe and complex symptoms of mental illness(5). A substantial majority (76%) of
acute beds are targeted at adults aged between 18 and 64 years(1). These beds are
located in acute units which provide 24-hour care, 7 days a week(5).
A common criterion for acute unit admission is that a consumer cannot be safely
cared for in the community(20). Consumers’ safety, therefore, is a primary goal of
admission(21). People may admit themselves voluntarily to an acute unit, or they may
be admitted involuntarily. Involuntary admission is a legislatively approved process
that enables a consumer to be admitted without their consent if admission is deemed
necessary for safety, and the consumer’s capacity to consent is diminished due to
mental illness(5,22). It is estimated that up to 65% of Australians admitted to an acute
unit are admitted involuntarily for some, or all, of their admission(5). The decline in
the availability of acute beds over several decades has led to increased pressure of
demand on inpatient services(19). As a result, the average length of stay in an
Australian acute unit is considered relatively short at 11.6 days(23). Short length of
stay means the goal of promoting safety through admission is likely to be focused
on crisis resolution and the elimination of immediate risk(21).
Acute units are designed with communal spaces, activity areas and bedrooms, as
well as treatment rooms and staff offices(24). Acute units often have up to 30 beds,
some of which may be able to be partitioned off to allow cohorting of people with
similar care needs(25). Many of the features of acute units are designed to minimise
the risk of physical harm, such as suicide or assault, by ensuring fittings and fixtures
are anti-ligature, or difficult to lift or break(25). Seclusion rooms are often included in
acute units as spaces where consumers can be temporarily held if they are
demonstrating high-risk behaviours(26). Movement through different parts of an
4
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acute unit is generally controlled by staff with keys or electronic access cards(27).
Closed-circuit television is often located at entry points, and in high-risk areas such
as seclusion rooms, to enable staff to have constant visual contact with these
areas(25). Acute units are usually fitted with duress alarm systems to enable staff to
summon assistance in the case of an emergency(25). Many of the features are
designed to enable staff to monitor and respond to self-harm and aggression and
are visible to consumers(28).
The WHO defines quality mental healthcare as that which is “safe, effective, timely,
efficient, equitable and people-centered”(29)(p. 2). Being safe is fundamental to
consumers’ recovery(30). The need to feel safe is paramount for consumers admitted
to acute units, however, their capacity to feel safe may be compromised(31).
Considering the importance of safety, there is a need to explore what safety means
for consumers to inform strategies that enhance their experience of safety when
they are admitted to an acute unit.
Motivation for the study
The catalyst for this study was when, as a nurse manager, I was involved in
assessing the ‘safety’ features of a new acute mental health unit with architects,
builders, and senior medical staff. No consumers were present. The safety of each
feature was determined by whether it could be “used for hanging”, “broken off and
used to hit someone”, or “upturned and used to climb into the roof cavity”. For those
present, safety simply meant that a consumer could not harm themselves or anyone
else during their admission. The absence of a consumer voice at the meeting meant
there was no way of knowing whether this conception of safety aligned with what
safety meant for those who would be admitted to the facility.
As a nurse, I take my responsibility as an advocate seriously. For me, this means
taking action to represent the concerns and interests of consumers(32). I consider
this responsibility to be heightened in acute units, where consumers’ capacity to
advocate for themselves may be substantially impaired during an acute episode of
mental illness(33). The event described above caused me to reflect on what safety
meant for consumers who had experienced admission to an acute unit. I could not
find much information on this topic and became determined to explore this question
and add to knowledge in this area. This Thesis is the culmination of that exploration.
5
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Aim and research question
This Doctoral study aimed to generate new knowledge about how people who have
experienced admission to an acute unit describe the meaning of safety. The study
was guided by the research question;
What does safety mean for people who have experienced admission
to an acute mental health unit?
Significance to nursing and healthcare
Understanding consumers’ perspective of safety can inform policies and practices
aimed at enhancing consumers’ experience of safety within acute units. The findings
of this study can help determine priorities for nurses’ professional development
regarding the knowledge and skills needed to enhance consumers’ perceptions and
experiences of safety. The findings can also be used by managers to inform policies
that recognise consumers’ perspectives as the foundation of consumer-centred
care. Understanding consumers’ perspectives of safety can also be used to codesign criteria for evaluating safety within acute units that reflect consumers’
priorities. Finally, the findings from this study can inform mental health services
regarding the allocation of resources, such as nurses’ time and skill mix, to ensure
consumers’ safety needs are met. In seeking to answer the research question, this
study has illuminated areas for further exploration, through research, which can
contribute to a deeper understanding of consumers’ experience and perception of
safety within acute units.
Language
The language that is used to represent people who have experienced, or are
experiencing, mental illness has been critiqued by consumer groups and in the
professional literature(34). Language that focuses on the person first is preferred over
language that places the person’s illness before the person(35). Consistent with the
language endorsed in the National Framework for Recovery-oriented Mental Health
Services, the term consumer is used throughout this Thesis(34). As the term patient
was used by many participants in their interviews, however, this term has been
included in participants’ quotes.

6
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Thesis structure
The structure of this Thesis complies with the University of Wollongong (UOW)
Higher Degree Research Thesis by Compilation Rules(36). The Thesis consists of
seven chapters, including four peer-reviewed publications. These publications are
positioned within the Thesis to enable a logical flow of content. Each paper is
presented within the body of the Thesis in the format of the journal in which it was
published. The additional chapters support and expand on the detail provided in the
publications. The Thesis structure is summarised in Figure 1.1.
Chapter 1 has introduced the research problem, aim and question, the researcher’s
motivation for the study, and the significance of the study to nursing and healthcare.
Chapter 2 provides a synthesis of the literature related to consumers’ perceptions
of safety in mental health. Chapter 3 outlines the methodology and methods used
for the study. Within this chapter, Paper 1(37) demonstrates how naturalistic enquiry
and qualitative descriptive approaches were used to address the study aims.
The results of the study are presented in chapters 4, 5 and 6. Each of these chapters
presents a peer-reviewed publication that reports one of the three key themes
identified from the data collection. The themes are Influence of Nurses(38),
Personhood(39) and Supportive Environment(40). Finally, chapter 7 provides a
discussion of the findings within the broader literature, recommendations for policy,
education, research and practice, and the study conclusions.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Chapter 2
Exploration of
Literature
Chapter 3
Research Design and
Methods
Chapter 4
Influence of Nurses
Chapter 5
Personhood
Chapter 6
Supportive Environment

Paper 1: “Using naturalistic inquiry to inform
qualitative description.”
Paper 2: “Nurses' influence on consumers'
experience of safety in acute mental health
units: A qualitative study.”
Paper 3: “Understanding how personhood
impacts consumers' feelings of safety in acute
mental health units: A qualitative study.”
Paper 4: “How does the environment influence
consumers’ perceptions of safety in acute
mental health units? A qualitative study.”

Chapter 7
Discussion and
Conclusion

Figure 1.1 Structure of Thesis
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Introduction
The meaning of safety is often taken for granted. Rather than a singular meaning,
however, safety can have different meanings in different contexts(41). The way safety
is conceptualised informs where efforts aimed at promoting safety are likely to be
directed(41). This chapter explores the literature around the role of nurses within
acute units, and how safety is currently conceptualised within mental health
services. The meaning of recovery and its relevance to safety in mental health
services is also explored. Finally, the existing literature around consumers’
perspectives of safety is critically synthesised. In doing so, this chapter highlights
the gap in the literature that this study set out to address.
The role of nurses within acute units
Up to half of the global mental health workforce is comprised of nurses, making
nurses the single largest professional group employed in mental health services(17).
More than four out of five (85.2%) nurses working in Australian mental health
services are Registered Nurses (RNs)(5), with the remainder being diploma prepared
Enrolled Nurses and a small number of Masters prepared Nurse practitioners.
Australian RNs complete a Bachelor degree or equivalent in general nursing,
meaning they and are eligible to practice in any clinical setting(42). Some nurses
educated outside Australia may qualify solely in mental health nursing, rather than
holding a general nursing degree(43). Registered Nurses wishing to develop
specialised knowledge and skills in supporting people with mental illness can do so
by gaining clinical experience, undertaking postgraduate education, and
participating in continuous professional development and clinical supervision(44).
While RNs with a general nursing degree can be employed in mental health
services, the term mental health nurse is often reserved for nurses with specialist
mental health nursing qualifications(45). Projections of future nursing workforce
supply and demand in Australia suggest that by 2030, the greatest shortfall of
nurses will be in the speciality of mental health(46).
Approximately 7% of Australian nurses work in mental health services, and 64% of
these work in inpatient services, primarily acute units(5). In addition to nurses, mental
health services are staffed by a range of health professionals including psychiatrists,
psychologists, social workers and occupational therapists(17). The role of peer
(consumer) worker is developing in acute units, however, the role is yet to be fully
10
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established(47). Nurses working in acute units provide continuous, around the clock
care to consumers experiencing severe mental illness(48). As a result, nurses have
more consistent interaction with consumers in acute units than any other
professional group(45).
Nurses working within acute units conduct comprehensive mental health
assessments, use brief therapies, develop collaborative care plans, manage
medications, and provide physical healthcare for consumers(44). Nurses work closely
with the multidisciplinary team and consumers and carers to support consumers to
meet their recovery goals. The nurses’ role within acute units is founded on the
nurse-consumer relationship(49). Nurses develop relationships with consumers
through therapeutic engagement skills, which enable nurses to get to know
consumers as individuals(50), establish mutual trust(51), and build working alliances
as a means to support consumers’ progress toward recovery(52). Therapeutic
engagement requires nurses to consider consumers’ unique needs and make
consumers feel safe in the acute unit environment(50). Consumers’ safety is one of
the overarching goals of therapeutic relationships(53).
Nurses play a key role in maintaining safety within acute units(48). Maintaining a safe
environment, however, requires nurses to balance sometimes competing demands
of meeting consumers’ therapeutic needs and responding to organisational risk
requirements(50). This is exemplified in practices such as seclusion, restraint and
enforced medication, which, while aimed at managing risk, are widely considered to
be untherapeutic for consumers(50). Balancing these competing demands is
complex, and can result in nurses feeling conflicted and morally distressed(48). In an
attempt to manage this dissonance, some nurses may accept without question that
organisational risk requirements take priority over consumers’ therapeutic needs(21).
The complex and challenging nature of nurses’ role within acute units means that
consumers’ safety needs may not be adequately recognised or addressed, and
therefore consumers’ recovery may be compromised.
Promoting recovery in mental healthcare
In general healthcare settings, recovery traditionally means an observable outcome
that can be measured by a clinician who has expertise in healthcare(54). In mental
healthcare, recovery refers to a consumers’ subjective experience of gaining or
11
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regaining their meaning and purpose in life(54). This way of understanding recovery,
known as personal recovery, has become the guiding framework for mental health
services in Australia and around the globe(4). In the mental healthcare context, the
term recovery is generally accepted as referring to personal recovery(4).
Anthony’s(55) influential vision of recovery in mental health services has contributed
to a shift in focus for mental health services from simply relieving the symptoms of
mental illness to promoting recovery. Promoting recovery requires clinicians to
support consumers in directing and leading their own lives(56). The principles
underpinning recovery include connecting with others, having hope and optimism,
having a positive sense of identity and empowerment(57). Nurses can support
consumers’ recovery by using these principles to guide their practice(54). Practice
that is underpinned by the principles of recovery is known as recovery-oriented
practice(31). Recovery-oriented practice aligns with the person-centred approach in
mental healthcare, as it means that consumers’ needs and goals are central, and
services are required to adapt to consumers’ needs and goals, rather than expecting
consumers to adapt to the organisation’s needs and priorities(31). According to the
World Health Organization, person-centredness aligns with safety as a key attribute
of quality mental healthcare(29). As shown in Figure 2.1, the consumer is at the
centre of mental healthcare and must be given a voice and an opportunity to have
input into mental health policy and practice(56). Promoting recovery in acute units
requires clinicians and policy makers to engage with consumers as both experts in
the experience of mental illness and as partners in recovery(54).
Consumer participation and partnership
Engaging consumers as partners is fundamental to recovery-oriented practice in
acute units(4). Partnership means consumers can participate in the planning,
delivery and evaluation of mental healthcare(56). Consumer participation aims to
draw on consumers’ unique experience and expertise to improve the way mental
healthcare is delivered(58). Consumer participation is considered to have the
potential to transform mental health service delivery and enhance safety(31). Indeed,
consumers’ right to participate in all aspects of healthcare delivery is explicit in the
National Safety and Quality Health Service Standards, Standard 2(59). An essential
component of participation is the ability for consumers to have their voices heard(60).
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Figure 2.1 Model of person-centred approach(56)
Safety in healthcare
Safety is a right for people using healthcare services(61). What constitutes safety,
however, may vary according to the meaning that is embedded in the term. The
word safety is thought to have originated in the early fourteenth century from an Old
French word suavity, meaning safeguard, salvation, security, and the word sauf,
which means to be protected or watched over(62). Safety in healthcare is commonly
defined as the reduction or elimination of harm as a result of healthcare delivery(63).
This definition asserts that safety is the removal of harmful factors (risks), and
therefore interventions and resources are primarily focused on risk(64). As healthcare
becomes increasingly complex, however, what constitutes risk is constantly
expanding(65). Attempts to manage this complexity can lead to an overreliance on
quantifiable indicators of safety at the expense of more subjective indicators(41). As
a result, current risk-oriented indicators of safety may not adequately represent what
safety means for consumers(66). This suggests that the prevailing definition of safety
as the elimination of risk is disproportionately oriented toward organisational safety
needs, at the expense of consumers’ safety needs.
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Safety in mental healthcare
Safety in mental healthcare services is considered more complex than general
healthcare services, as the risks associated with general healthcare are overlaid by
risks specific to the mental healthcare setting(67). Acute units are considered the
most complex mental healthcare setting, due to the severity of symptoms
experienced by consumers, and the unpredictability this creates(28). Safety is,
therefore, a high priority within acute units(21), leading to a heightened focus on
controlling risks through practices known variously as defensive(68), coercive(33),
custodial(21), restrictive(69), or risk-averse(70). Nurses working in acute units are
required to remain hypervigilant to risk, and thus much of nurses’ time is taken up
with monitoring risk, such as frequent observations(71), and documenting risk, such
as completing risk assessment tools(72). These approaches have been critiqued as
being more oriented toward risk from consumers, than risk to consumers(21).
Maintaining safety by minimising risk is the key premise of the United Kingdom(73)
Safewards model. Safewards offers a structured, nurse-led approach to minimising
harmful incidents within acute units(74). This model aims to promote safety by
minimising conflict that is often a precursor to adverse events such as aggression,
self-harm or absconding(73). While consumers involved with Safewards have
reported heightened feelings of safety, consumers attributed this to staff being more
engaged with them, rather than a perceived reduction in conflict(74).
Risk-oriented approaches to safety in mental healthcare have been described as
ineffective and even harmful for both consumers and nurses(21,28,75). Consumers can
experience physical and psychological harm from interventions that reduce risk,
such as seclusion and restraint(26,76,77). Being required to use such interventions can
challenge nurses’ ethical beliefs(78), and lead nurses to seek emotional and physical
distance between themselves and consumers(79). Such distancing reduces nurses’
capacity to therapeutically engage with consumers(79). This is of significant concern,
as therapeutic engagement enhances consumers’ perception of safety within acute
units(80). Therapeutic engagement is also the mechanism through which nurses
support consumers’ recovery, therefore, damage to nurses’ capacity for therapeutic
engagement can compromise consumers’ recovery(75). Safety in mental healthcare
is dominated by a focus on risk, and the limitations of this approach mean that
consumers’ safety needs may not be adequately met.
14
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Consumers’ perceptions and experiences of safety within acute units
A search of CINAHL, Scopus and MEDLINE found ten English language peerreviewed papers published since 2010 that explored consumers’ perceptions or
experiences of mental healthcare with safety as a focus. This highlights the limited
literature around this topic. A summary of these papers is presented in Table 2.1.
Of these studies, only two focused exclusively on safety(81,82). Safety was often
explored with other phenomena, such as care(83), shame(84), aggression(85), raising
concerns(86) and absconding(87). Most of the studies elicited findings related to
consumers’ feelings of being safe or unsafe. Consumers were not always the sole
focus of study, with some studies incorporating the experiences of carers(82,86), and
mental health staff(86,88), making it difficult to explicate consumers’ unique
perspectives. Two studies explored consumers’ experiences of safety in mental
healthcare generally, including but not specifically focused on acute units(82,86).
None of the studies explored what safety meant for consumers. Three key themes
emerged from these papers, namely; a) paradoxes of safety, b) disparity between
principles and practice, and c) differing priorities for safety. Each of these is
discussed in detail below.
Paradoxes of safety
Consumers expect to feel safe when they are in an acute unit. The literature
revealed a disconnect between consumers’ expectations and experiences of safety
during admission(81). Consumers’ interactions with other consumers and staff within
acute units left some consumers feeling threatened, helpless, and unsafe(88-90).
Structure and predictability were described as important factors for consumers’
perceptions of safety when they were in an acute unit(84). The included papers,
however, indicated that consumers experienced inconsistent interactions with
staff(82,84,85,87), as well as confusing or arbitrary ‘rules’(85,89).
Acute units are places where consumers’ vulnerability should be treated with
sensitivity, yet some consumers described heightened feelings of stigma and
shame(84), as well as feeling “embarrassed, uncared for, and unsafe” in acute
units(89)(p. 1137). Individualised care is a fundamental principle in mental health
services, however, some consumers described experiencing care in acute units as
impersonal(89), and dehumanising(84).
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UK

Berzins et
al.(86)

UK

Berzins et
al.(82)

Reference

77
consumers
(41%);
18 carers
(10%);
90 mental
health
services
staff* (49%)

7 carers and
13
consumers of
mental health
services in
the previous
2 years

Explore
consumer and
carer perception
of safety issues
in mental health
services

Explore
consumer and
carer perceptions
of raising safety
concerns and
consumer, carer,
and staff views
on consumer &
carer involvement
in safety
interventions

Sample

Aim

Table 2.1 Summary Table

Survey

Semi-structured
interviews

Method

77% of consumers and carers (combined) felt it was difficult or very difficult to raise
concerns about safety issues.
Explanations for having difficulty raising concerns were not being listened to (27%),
worry about repercussions (19%), the process was challenging (16%), consumers
being unwell (14%).
Staff felt consumers and carers should always (81%) or sometimes (19%) be
involved in interventions to increase safety.
90% of consumers and carers (combined) felt they should always or sometimes be
involved in interventions to increase safety.
8% of consumers and carers (combined) felt they should never be involved, due to
carers being too busy, and not seen as a consumer or carer responsibility.
There is a paucity of information about staff, consumers and carers working together
as ‘co-producers of safety’ in mental health settings.
•

•

•

•

•

•

•
•

•
•

•

•

Consumers and carers perceive safety differently.
Carers emphasised physical safety (suicide or self-harm), while consumers
emphasised psychological safety (fear and distress).
Safety culture in mental health services was perceived as solely focused on physical
harm at the expense of psychological safety.
Errors and assaults, including sexual, by staff or other consumers caused significant
trauma and fear for consumers.
Interactions with staff influenced feelings of safety for all participants.
Continuity of staffing and familiarity between staff and consumers promoted a
perception of safety.
Safety was threatened when elements of care are omitted.
Consumers felt vulnerable in both same-sex and mixed-gender units.

•
•
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14 inpatients
from 3 acute
units

142
consumers
from an
outpatient
program

Explore
consumers’
experiences of
safety and shame
within acute units

Explore
consumers’
perceptions of
care and safety
within acute units

Eldal et al.(84)
Norway

USA

Grubaugh et
al.(83)

Sample

Aim

Reference

Survey Psychiatric
Experiences
Questionnaire
and Perceptions
of Care and
Safety
Questionnaire

Semi-structured
interviews
(during
admission and
3-months postdischarge)

Method

Experiencing harmful/distressing events on an acute unit was significantly related
to consumers’ desire never to return to that unit.
45.1% indicated there was an acute unit they never wanted to return to.
41.1% did not report harmful/distressing events to staff, however, 82.8% believed
staff would respond sympathetically.
21.8% reported staff did not ask about harmful/distressing experiences.
Perceptions of safety and care were similar across demographic variables.
Need to better understand what influences consumers’ perceptions of their care and
safety within acute units.

•

•
•
•

•
•

•
•
•

•

•
•

•

Two contradictory themes: Acute unit is a place where consumers are allowed to
be vulnerable / Acute unit is a place of stigma and depersonalisation.
Acute units need to promote feelings of safety and offer protection from the outside
world and from consumers’ inner chaos.
Safety, calmness, and routine are important for recovery.
Multiple layers of stigma experienced: Societal, self-stigma, stigma to and from
other consumers.
Forced socialisation/participation created an artificial community that felt
dehumanising (i.e. sense of being a generic patient rather than an individual.
Others making decisions for them made consumers feel safe but also ashamed.
When power was abused by staff, consumers felt hurt and abandoned.
Participants’ descriptions made during their admission and following discharge were
similar.

•
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Finland

Kontio et
al.(85)

England

Jones et
al.(90)

Reference

Sample

60 current
inpatients
from different
acute units

9 consumers
with the
experience of
mental
healthcare

Aim

Explore
consumers’
feelings of safety
and security
within acute units

Explore
consumers’
perceptions of
aggression on
acute units
Focus groups

Semi-structured
interviews

Method

Aggression was perceived to be caused by 5 situations: loneliness, boredom,
control and rules, fear and insecurity, lack of information.
Participants’ suggestions for safe management of aggression were in 3 categories:
adequate treatment of illness, meaningful activities, humane nursing style.
Memories of negative events and feelings were retained for an extended period.
There was little difference between the ‘delayed’ perceptions reported in this study
and more proximate perceptions reported in the literature.

•

•
•

•

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Many felt safe and not worried by other consumers, but some felt other consumers
were a danger to them.
Violence had been experienced or witnessed by many.
Many had witnessed illicit drugs brought onto the acute unit.
Life was boring on an acute unit.
Many had items stolen or witnessed stealing.
Other consumers or dangerous situations were avoided.
Consumers felt reassured when staff were around and felt able to ask staff for help.
Consumers felt safer with some staff than others.
Support from fellow consumers (peers) was helpful.
Many enjoyed being around other people and having a sense of belonging
compared to loneliness at home.
Many would miss the acute unit when they left.

•
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USA

Robins et
al.(89)

Australia

MuirCochrane et
al.(87)

Reference

Semi-structured
interviews

12
consumers
who had
previously
absconded
or attempted
to abscond
from an
acute unit

27
consumers
from an
outpatient
program

Explore why
consumers
abscond from
acute units

Explore
consumers’
experiences of
unsafe or
frightening
experiences
receiving mental
healthcare
Semi-structured
interviews

Method

Sample

Aim

•
•
•
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•
•

•
•

Eighteen participants described at least one adverse experience they had
witnessed or experienced in an acute unit.
Two themes: Threat of physical violence and arbitrary rules; Interactions with clinical
staff.
There was a perceived threat of violence from other consumers as well as from
staff.
Confusing and inconsistent rules and ‘capricious’ enforcement.
Impersonal treatment – not seen as an individual.
Lack of fairness – perceived injustice.
Many consumers experienced incidents that were not physically harmful but were
humiliating, dehumanising, unreasonable or distressing.

The main reason consumers absconded was feeling unsafe.
Consumers experienced the acute unit as a safe or unsafe place based on the
interplay between individual, social, physical environment, and symbolic factors.
Individual factors related to individual illness.
Social factors related to the type of interactions consumers had with staff and other
consumers.
Physical environment related to the attributes of the private and communal spaces
of the acute unit.
Symbolic factors related to interactions, practices and spaces that served to
reinforce disempowerment and unfamiliarity.
Acute unit design was often focused on physical safety rather than social or
symbolic factors.
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England

Wood and
Pistrang(88)

Scotland

Stenhouse(81)

Reference
Unstructured
interviews at 2and 6-weeks
post-discharge

13
current
inpatients
from the
same acute
unit

9 inpatients
and
7 nurses
from the
same acute
unit

Explore
consumers’
experience of
safety

Describe the
experience of
being an acute
unit inpatient
concerning
feelings of safety
and threat
Semi-structured
interviews

Method

Sample

Aim

•
•

•
•

•

•

•
•

•
•
•

Being an inpatient was accompanied by a heightened feeling of threat, particularly
for females threatened by disinhibited males.
Forming friendships with other consumers could reduce feelings of fear but also
increased risk of exploitation.
Consumers’ illness could lead them to be fearful of themselves.
When consumers’ experience of feeling threatened was validated and responded
to effectively by staff, consumers felt safer.
Some female consumers felt threatened by some male staff.
Experiencing or witnessing enforced (non-consensual) treatment was described as
“frightening” and undermined feelings of safety.

Consumers expected to be safe within the acute unit.
There was a disconnect between consumers’ expectation and experience of safety.
Consumers felt protected from the outside world but threatened by others inside the
acute unit.
Nurses and consumers had different perceptions of safety and threat.
Male nurses were seen to offer more physical safety and female nurses were seen
to offer more emotional safety.
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Many people with serious mental illness have a history of trauma(89), and instead of
finding sanctuary in acute units, some consumers describe experiences that
exacerbate, rather than ameliorate, trauma(83,89). For example, half of the studies
reported consumers’ feeling unsafe due to witnessing or experiencing aggression
from other consumers or staff(83,85,88-90). The effects of trauma were particularly
evident for women, who described feeling threatened by the presence of men in the
acute unit(88). Despite this, Berzins et al.(82) found that consumers could also feel
vulnerable in same-sex acute units. These findings demonstrated that consumers’
expectations of safety within acute units were inconsistent with their experiences.
The disparity between principles and practice
Promoting consumers’ recovery by supporting empowerment, autonomy, and
choice is a central tenet of mental health services. It was evident from the literature
that feeling unsafe within acute units hinders consumers’ experiences of
recovery(81,87) and leads to long term mistrust of mental health services(89). Several
factors were revealed about how staff contribute to making consumers feel unsafe
within acute units. These included consumers’ perceptions of being treated unfairly
by staff, or staff abusing their power(89), staff making errors or omitting aspects of
care(82), and staff not giving enough information to consumers(85). Witnessing or
experiencing coercive practices implemented by staff made consumers feel
unsafe(88). Not being able to make decisions and being forced to participate in
activities they did not wish to engage in also made consumers feel unsafe(84).
The literature showed that fear of aggression directed towards them by other
consumers was a key factor in consumers feeling unsafe on acute units(81-83,85,87-90).
For some consumers, aggression was perceived to be exacerbated by factors such
as loneliness, insecurity and boredom(85). Observing illicit drugs being brought onto
the unit, and having their personal items stolen also made consumers feel unsafe(90).
Witnessing other consumers’ symptoms of mental illness also contributed to
consumers feeling unsafe when they were admitted to an acute unit(87,88).
Consumers found it difficult to raise their concerns about safety with staff, as they
did not feel listened to and often did not receive a response if they did raise a
concern(86). Feeling unsafe led some consumers to try to abscond and leave an
acute unit before their treatment was completed, thus disrupting their recovery(87).
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Other consumers indicated they would resist returning to an acute unit where they
had previously felt unsafe(83). Not only did these factors lead to consumers feeling
unsafe, but the literature showed that consumers were left feeling disempowered
and hopeless as a result of their acute unit admission(87). Consumers’ experiences
described in the literature are antithetical to the principles of recovery.
Differing priorities for safety
The literature indicated that priorities for safety within acute units differed between
consumers and carers, and between consumers and nurses. Carers were most
concerned about consumers’ physical safety, while consumers placed an equal or
higher priority on psychological safety(81,82). Nurses also prioritised consumers’
physical safety, which was described by consumers as diverting nurses’ attention
from their psychological safety(82). Such differences highlight the importance of
investigating and understanding the unique perspective of each stakeholder group.
Despite the significant narrative within the literature around consumers feeling
unsafe, some consumers did report feeling safe in acute units(90). These consumers
found comfort in being away from the outside world(81), forming friendships with
other consumers(88,90), and being protected from chaotic thoughts associated with
their illness(84). When staff were available and consumers could ask for help, they
described feeling safe(90). Likewise, consumers felt safe when their safety concerns
were validated and responded to effectively by staff(88). This suggests that when
consumers’ priorities for safety were attended to, consumers felt safe.
Conclusion
The literature provides some insights into consumers’ perspectives of safety in acute
units. In particular, it reveals the paradoxes, disparities and differences in the way
safety is approached. Safety is a principal objective for mental health services. This
is important, as the literature demonstrates that current approaches do not
adequately enhance consumers’ perceptions, feelings, and experiences of safety.
The literature does not, however, answer the question of what safety in acute units
means for consumers. Further study, exclusively focused on consumers, and
targeting the meaning of safety for consumers, is therefore needed. By exploring
what safety means, this study seeks to provide a deeper understanding of what
consumers need to feel safe in acute units. This new knowledge will inform policies
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and practices that align with consumers’ meaning of safety, to improve consumers’
perception and experience of safety in this setting.
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Introduction
This chapter presents the methodology and methods used in this study. The chapter
is presented in two parts. Part 1 presents the research question and a published
paper (Paper 1(37)) that describes how qualitative description and naturalistic inquiry
were aligned to underpin the study (Appendix A). This paper was published as;
Cutler, N. A., Sim, J. & Halcomb, E. (2021). Using naturalistic inquiry
to
inform
qualitative
description. Nurse
Researcher, 29(1)
doi.org/10.7748/nr.2021.e1788.
Permission to include this paper in the Thesis was granted by RCNi (Appendix A).
Part 2 of the chapter describes the qualitative methods used to collect and analyse
the data. This includes the development and distribution of recruitment materials,
the semi-structured interview process, and the steps taken to analyse the data. Part
2 also discusses matters related to ethics and outlines how rigour was established.
Part 1: Methodological approach
This study aimed to explore how the meaning of safety was described by people
who have experienced admission to an acute mental health unit. The research
question that guided the study was;
What does safety mean for people who have experienced admission
to an acute mental health unit?
The following paper examines the way qualitative description and naturalistic inquiry
have been used to underpin the study design.
Abstract
Background: Choosing how to answer a research question requires an
understanding of philosophical and theoretical assumptions and how these inform
a study’s methodology and methods. This can be a challenge for all researchers,
but for new researchers, such as doctoral candidates, this can feel like an
overwhelming task. Ensuring there is clear alignment between philosophy, theory,
methodology and methods is an essential part of the research process and enables
research to be undertaken with clarity and integrity. This alignment must be a good
fit for the research aim, and to ensure the researcher’s intrinsic values and beliefs
do not impact on the analysis undertaken.
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Aim: This paper describes the alignment between qualitative description and
naturalistic inquiry and how it was applied to a doctoral candidate’s exploration of
the meaning of safety for consumers with experience of admission to an acute
mental health unit.
Discussion: Understanding the alignment between qualitative description and
naturalistic inquiry provided a clear pathway for the doctoral candidate.
Conclusion: The assumptions that underpin a methodological approach need to be
unpacked to understand how a research question can be effectively answered.
Introduction
The search for new knowledge presents researchers with a plethora of ontological,
epistemological and methodological choices(91). The research aim largely drives
these choices, but multiple approaches are frequently available. Indeed, as nursing
science develops, more opportunities for flexibility in research design are presented.
Research design refers to the plan by which the researcher intends to effectively
answer their research question(92). Finding and making use of the synergies
between compatible approaches allows researchers to tailor their design to the
unique context of their study. Making the appropriate choices, however, can be
daunting for any researcher, but particularly for doctoral candidates. This paper
describes a doctoral candidate’s choice of a qualitative descriptive design, informed
by the tenets of naturalistic inquiry, to answer their research question.
The research problem
The exemplar that provides the context for this paper is a Doctoral study that
explored the meaning of safety for people who had been an inpatient of an acute
mental health unit. Safety is given a high priority in mental health organisations(67,93),
and acute mental health units are places in which consumers expect to feel safe(81).
Studies have shown, however, that many consumers do not experience acute
mental health units as safe places(81,94,95). The conundrum of why consumers might
not feel safe in acute mental health units, despite the organisational investment in
safety, made this a complex problem. The problem inspired the doctoral candidate
to reflect on how the concept of safety was understood by mental health consumers.
Therefore, the study aimed to explore how the meaning of safety is described by
people who have experienced admission to an acute mental health inpatient unit.
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Philosophical assumptions and methodology
The approach taken to answer a research question is informed by a researcher’s
philosophical assumptions(91). Assumptions about what constitutes truth, that which
is real, represent a study’s ontological foundation(96). From this foundation,
assumptions about how truth can become known represent the epistemological
basis for the way a study is designed(97). A researcher’s ontological and
epistemological perspectives are expressed through a study’s methodology, that is,
how data will be gathered and analysed(96). The ontological and epistemological
foundation for any methodology is likely to sit somewhere along a spectrum of
paradigms, or world-views(98). A paradigm such as positivism, which assumes that
truth is objective and quantifiable, aligns with quantitative research methods(98).
Other paradigms, such as interpretivism and constructivism, assume that truth is
subjective and myriad and that each individuals’ unique life experience is the basis
upon which truth (reality or meaning) is formed(99). Interpretivist and constructivist
paradigms are closely related, but there are subtle distinctions that may be
overlooked. To ensure the appropriate paradigm is adopted, the researcher needs
to recognise these distinctions. There is a fundamental difference between the
paradigms in relation to the intent of how knowledge is used. Constructivism aims
to develop and apply knowledge, while interpretivism aims to understand and
describe a phenomenon from a conceptual orientation(100). In constructivism, the
researcher explores the meanings that others have ascribed to their experience(96).
In interpretivism, the researcher interprets the subjective meaning of others’
experiences(101). As this doctoral study sought to understand the meanings that
consumers ascribed to the concept of safety, and apply this understanding to
nursing practice, constructivism was selected as an appropriate paradigm.
Constructivism was also chosen as it assumes the researcher brings their own
history of experiences to the task of interpretation, and thus allows that the truth
(meaning) is intersubjective(96). These paradigms align with qualitative research
methods, which are designed to explore subjective experiences and uncover
meaning(102). In nursing, qualitative research approaches are eminently suited to
exploring the complexity of human experience, as a means to understand how
healthcare and outcomes can be enhanced(103).
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In this study, the doctoral candidate’s ontological position was that consumers were
likely to have had diverse experiences of acute mental health admission, and
therefore the nature of truth (the meanings generated) would be varied, rather than
singular(102). Their epistemological position was that understanding consumers’
meaning of safety required an exploration of consumers’ subjective perceptions and
experiences derived from their admission(s)(104). Being clear on these ontological
and epistemological positions was important, as it allowed the doctoral candidate to
accept that understanding the meaning of safety required the researcher to ask
participants what safety meant for them, and that in so doing, diverse meanings of
safety were likely to be elicited. Additionally, the study’s constructivist underpinning
enabled the doctoral candidate to draw on their own experience (tacit knowledge)
to discern commonality between some meanings. The doctoral candidate also
accepted that her background as a nurse, with personal experience working in acute
mental health units, meant she brought her own perceptions and experiences to the
interpretation of consumers’ descriptions of meaning.
Qualitative description
After determining the ontological and epistemological positions, and the
compatibility of constructivism with the focus of the study, the doctoral candidate
sought an appropriate qualitative design. Qualitative description is an empirical
research design that aims to describe how phenomena are perceived and
experienced by individuals(105). A qualitative descriptive design is suited to eliciting
insights about phenomena that are not well understood(106), and consumers’
experience and perceptions of safety in acute mental health units is an area that
requires further research(38). Qualitative description is used widely in health and
nursing research to generate new knowledge by enabling participants’ own
descriptions (data) to be reported without substantial modification(107). By staying
faithful

to

participants’

own

descriptions,

qualitative

description

enables

researchers, including doctoral candidates, to report findings in a straightforward
and logical way(108). Although all processes of inquiry require a level of interpretation,
compared to other qualitative approaches, a qualitative descriptive approach
requires less interpretation(108) and the findings of qualitative descriptive studies are
reported in everyday language, making them understandable to researchers, health
administrators and consumers alike(109). This level of interpretation enabled the
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doctoral candidate to showcase participants’ rich descriptions of what safety meant
for them, without unduly transforming them(110).
Naturalistic inquiry
Naturalistic inquiry is a systematic process of inquiry that enables phenomena to be
explored as close to their natural state as possible(111). Naturalistic inquiry enables
researchers to take into account the context in which meaning has been generated,
based on the assumption that meaning and context are inseparable(112). Research
using naturalistic inquiry allows for increased understanding about phenomena, but
the researcher can only draw reasonable inferences from their observations(112).
Naturalistic inquiry is compatible with qualitative description as it aims to generate
a rich and thick description of participants’ commentary(113). Rich and thick
description means that participants’ meaning is conveyed through the use of
detailed exemplars, coupled with the researcher’s interpretation(114). Aligned with
qualitative description, naturalistic inquiry accepts that research is necessarily
bound in the researcher’s values, through such things as the choice of research
focus, how the research question is framed, and the philosophical and paradigmatic
assumptions(112). Naturalistic inquiry also accepts that interactions between
participant and researcher are mutually influencing(112). The synergies between
qualitative description and naturalistic inquiry enabled the doctoral candidate to
explore what safety meant for participants in-depth and with clarity and integrity.
Qualitative description informed by naturalistic inquiry
The alignment between qualitative description and naturalistic inquiry provided a
robust yet practical path to follow(106). As can be seen in Table 3.1, the framing of
the research question ensured the focus of study was firmly on participants’
descriptions. Interviews were semi-structured and opened with a grand tour
question that invited participants to share their perceptions and experiences of
safety. Analysis of the data was clearly embedded in the detailed descriptions given
by participants, and findings were reported using participants’ own words using
verbatim quotes. Examples of alignment between qualitative description and
naturalistic inquiry, and how they were used in the study are presented in Table 3.1.
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Table 3.1 Alignment between qualitative description and naturalistic inquiry
Qualitative
description(108,111,115)

Naturalistic
inquiry(113,116)

Examples of use

Research is
conducted with
limited degree of
manipulation

Realities
understood in
natural context

Participants were interviewed in a venue of their
choosing such as their home or a neutral public space

Researcher as
‘human tool’ to
gather data

Individual, face-to-face, semi-structured interviews
were conducted. Interviews were audio-taped, and
observations recorded after each interview. Audio
tapes were transcribed verbatim.

Tacit
knowledge

The candidate had more than 25 years of experience
in the mental health nursing field. This afforded an
awareness of the organisational context within which
participants’ comments were framed.

Seeks to understand
complex human
experiences

Qualitative
methods

The focus of the study was on the subjective and
diverse meaning of safety for participants. This meant
that qualitative methods were appropriate.

Seek information-rich
cases

Purposeful
sampling

The candidate sought people who had experience of
admission to an acute mental health unit.

Illuminates patterns
in the data using
analytic approaches
common to other
qualitative traditions

Inductive
analysis

Thematic analysis was used to enable multiple realities
to be explored in the data. The candidate immersed
herself in all sources of data, such as verbatim
transcriptions, audio files, and memos to identify
patterns, themes, and other important elements of the
data.

Researcher stays
close to the
descriptions given by
participants.

Theories
allowed to
emerge from
data

Due to the primarily descriptive nature of the study,
close attention was paid to the transcripts to ensure
they accurately represented the audio recordings of
participants’ narrative.

Meaning is
intersubjective

Negotiated
meanings

Probes and prompts were used during the interviews
to encourage elaboration and ensure the candidate
was clear on the participants’ intended meanings. The
candidate’s interpretation of these meanings is
reflected in the findings.

Describes the
experience from the
perspective of the
people at the centre
of the experience

Multiple
realities
described

Verbatim quotes from participants provide evidence of
the multiple realities that have been explored in this
study.

Uses the
researcher’s expert
(tacit) knowledge and
experiences to focus
on areas that are
poorly understood
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Qualitative
description(108,111,115)

Naturalistic
inquiry(113,116)

Examples of use

Allows a rich
description to
emerge through the
voices of participants

Interpretation
as unique
sources

Continuous review of transcripts and consensusseeking within the research team ensured that
interpretation of participants’ meaning was consistent
with the data.

Findings relate only
to the group studied
at the time they were
studied

Tentative
application

The reporting of the study’s findings makes it clear that
the meanings are held as tentative and contextdependent. No assertions are made that suggest the
findings are objective or generalisable.

Researcher
reflexivity and
transparency of
presuppositions held
by the researcher

Focus
determined by
participants
rather than predetermined by
researcher

The candidate maintained a reflexive journal and
debriefed with supervisors to ensure she remained
conscious of how her past experience and beliefs
about the world may influence her engagement with
participants and interpretation of the data.

Provides a precise
account of process,
experience, and
events

The criteria for rigour (credibility, transferability,
Trustworthiness
dependability, confirmability) are addressed in detailed
established
reports and publications arising from the study(38-40).

Conclusion
It is important for researchers to undertake research that resonates with their beliefs,
values, and purpose. Understanding the alignment between different research
approaches enables researchers to adapt their approach to the unique problem
being addressed. Qualitative description, informed by naturalistic inquiry, offers
researchers an accessible and practical means to answer important research
questions. As such, this approach provides a rigorous yet flexible process that
researchers can follow, that elicits findings that have depth whilst being easy to
interpret.
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Part 2: Methods
Part 2 provides a detailed overview of the methods used to conduct the study. It
explores participant recruitment, data collection and analysis, ethical considerations
and steps used to demonstrate rigour.
Setting
Participants were recruited across Greater Sydney, New South Wales (NSW),
Australia. Australia has a population of 25 million(117) of whom almost a third (8
million) reside in NSW. Most people in NSW (5.2 million) live in Greater Sydney(117).
Sample
In qualitative research, participant selection is often based on a purposive sample,
comprised of people chosen based on experience of the phenomenon of
interest(108). People sought for this study were English speaking adults (aged over
18 years), living in Greater Sydney, who self-reported at least one admission to an
acute mental health unit. People who were receiving treatment in an acute mental
health unit, or experiencing acute mental illness at the time of recruitment, were
excluded as their capacity to provide consent was considered to be diminished(118).
Recruitment
Flyers promoting the study were distributed by email to community sector, nongovernment mental health organisations and mental health consumer networks,
such as the NSW Mental Health Association and Mental Health Coordinating
Council. The flyers explained the purpose of the study and the inclusion criteria and
provided the researcher’s University affiliation and contact details. The flyers were
designed in bright postcard format to attract attention in emails or on noticeboards
(Appendix B). The researcher received email and phone responses from interested
potential participants within a short time of flyers being distributed. The researcher
had a telephone conversation with those who made contact, to confirm their
eligibility to participate. Those who met the inclusion criteria were invited to take part
in an individual interview in a venue of their choosing, at a time that was convenient
to them. The purpose of allowing potential participants to choose the venue and
time of the interview was so they could feel at ease(119). Interviews were conducted
until data saturation was reached, that is; when repetition of themes became
evident, and no new data was yielded from additional participants(107).
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Interviews
Interviews are commonly used in qualitative research to gain in-depth information
about participants’ perceptions, experiences and meanings(120). Interviews may be
structured, semi-structured or unstructured, depending on the type of data
sought(121). Structured interviews often use closed questions, and elicit data that is
suited to quantitative studies(122). Unstructured interviews may have a few, very
open questions, or no questions, thus enabling the participant to largely guide the
direction of the interview(122). As a result, the amount and type of data obtained using
unstructured interviews can be difficult to anticipate. Semi-structured interviews are
commonly used in qualitative studies, as they encourage participants to share their
experiences and offer the researcher flexibility to delve deeper in a focused way(121).
In semi-structured interviewing, the researcher asks pre-established open-ended
questions, and uses probes or prompts to elicit further detail(122). The use of semistructured interviews in this study enabled the gathering of rich and relevant data in
line with the study’s aim whilst keeping the researcher focused(123).
The purpose of the study informed the researcher’s decision to conduct individual
face-to-face interviews. The researcher considered the relative benefits of individual
versus group interviews, and whether interviews should be conducted face-to-face
or by remote means, such as email, video or telephone(96,124). Individual interviews
allow participants to openly share their thoughts, emotions and beliefs about
potentially sensitive topics(120). Group interviews can be time-efficient, but the
presence of other people may inhibit some participants from sharing openly, thus
data may lack depth(125). This may particularly be the case when the topic area is
sensitive or personal for the participant as was the case in this study. Remote
interviews can also be time-efficient, as they do not require the researcher to travel,
while face-to-face interviews require the researcher and participant to interact
synchronously in real-time and place(126). Face-to-face interviews were chosen for
this study because they allow the researcher to observe both nonverbal and verbal
responses, which enhances the understanding of participants’ meaning. Face-toface interviews also allow trust and rapport to be built through physical proximity(126).
Interviewing participants individually, face-to-face had the additional advantage of
enabling the researcher to support participants if they felt uncomfortable or
distressed while discussing their experiences in an acute unit. The purpose of this
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study was to explore participants’ descriptions of what safety meant for them, based
on their perceptions at a moment in time. Thus, each participant was interviewed on
a single occasion only. Conducting single, individual, face-to-face, semi-structured
interviews enabled the researcher to collect rich and relevant data systematically,
whilst keeping the data manageable(123).
Interview technique
In qualitative interviewing, the interviewer is the key instrument for data collection(96).
As a result, the interviewer needs to have skills in facilitating purposeful
conversations(120). The researcher’s background as a mental health nurse meant
she had extensive experience conducting interviews in the clinical setting(127) and
was confident in building trust and rapport with consumers. The researcher was
practiced in the use of open-ended questions and probes or prompts to encourage
elaboration. The researcher was also confident with paraphrasing, reflecting and
summarising content to ensure consumers’ meaning was understood(127). While
these interviewing skills are valuable in both the clinical and research setting, there
are important distinctions between clinical and research interviewing(127). Clinical
interviews are intended to provide therapeutic benefit to consumers, while this is not
the direct aim of research interviews(127). Notwithstanding this, it is worth noting that
some research participants find sharing their experiences within research to be
therapeutic(128), and empowering(129). In clinical interviews, the interviewer can offer
positive reinforcement to encourage responses, while this may constitute undue
influence in research interviews(119). Another difference is that in the clinical context,
the interviewer is often positioned as the expert, while in the research context, the
participant is the expert by virtue of their experience about the research topic(129).
For the researcher, adapting her interview approach for the research context was a
challenge, requiring constant reflexivity and self-awareness(127).
Researchers with a clinical background need to maintain an awareness that their
role is as a researcher, not a clinician(119). While this is an important distinction,
mental health consumers are a vulnerable group in terms of research(130), and their
welfare remains of the utmost importance(128). The focus of the interviews was
potentially sensitive, as admission to an acute mental health unit can be
traumatic(131,132). As a result, participants were informed they could withdraw their
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participation at any time if they felt distressed while sharing their experiences.
Despite this option being available, no participants made this request or appeared
overtly uncomfortable during the interview. Participants were asked at the end of
their interview if they knew how to access mental health support if they felt
distressed after the interview. All participants stated they knew how to contact a
support person or mental health service.
Interview protocol
An interview protocol provides a structured guide to the questions to be asked, and
procedures to be undertaken before, during and after each interview(133). The
interview protocol for the study included scripts for the beginning and end of each
interview, and flags for important steps, such as obtaining consent(133)(Table 3.2).
The researcher established rapport by welcoming participants on arrival and
engaging in conversation before the interview. Interviews commenced with an openended ‘grand tour’ question: “Thinking about your admission (or admissions) to an
acute mental health inpatient unit, what did safety mean to you?” The researcher
listened intently and encouraged elaboration using prompts and probing questions
to gain a deeper understanding of participants’ descriptions(134). Probing questions
invited elaboration on specific information, while prompts invited elaboration more
generally. Nonverbal behaviours, such as head tilt and allowing pauses to be held,
were also used by the researcher to encourage elaboration.
Data collection
Interviews were audio-recorded to enable participants’ verbal responses to be
transcribed verbatim for subsequent analysis. The purpose of audio-recording the
interview was explained to each participant. The researcher’s experience as a
mental health nurse meant she was aware that participants with experience of
paranoia or delusions of reference, in particular, may be inhibited from speaking in
the presence of a recording device(135). For this reason, the device was not switched
on until participants agreed for this to occur. No participants expressed concern or
refused to have the interview audio-recorded. The researcher made field notes
following the interviews to aid her memory of salient observations(136).
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Table 3.2 Interview protocol
Activity
Welcome the
participant

Rationale
Establish rapport

Example of strategies used in interview
“Hello and thank you for your interest in this
study. I’m Natalie, from the University of
Wollongong, and I’ll be interviewing you.”

Enables interview to be
Share Participant
conducted without
Information Sheet
perception of manipulation

“Please read this Participant Information Sheet
carefully.” “Do you have any questions?”

Written consent is required
before interview can
proceed

“If you are willing to participate in the interview,
please sign this consent form.”

Have consent
formed signed

Complete
Provides data on
demographic
information-rich cases
information sheet

“How many admissions have you had in total?”

Outline interview Reassure participants they
parameters
are in control

“We can stop the interview as many times as you
need. If you become distressed, we can discuss
whether it is appropriate to continue.”

Signal start of
interview
Grand tour
question

Confirms readiness to begin “Are you comfortable? Can we begin?”
Allows meaning to emerge
from the perspective of
person at the centre of the
experience

“Thinking about your admission (or admissions) to
an acute mental health inpatient unit, what did
safety mean to you?”

Focused probing
“Based on the experiences you’ve just described,
Encourages rich description
what did safety mean to you?”
questions
General prompt
questions

Encourages elaboration

“Could you help me understand that a bit
more….?”

Signal end of
interview

Gives time to share
additional information

“We’re coming toward the end of the interview. Is
there anything else you’d like to add that you
haven’t already shared?”

Welfare check

Check participant is not
distressed and can access
support

“How are you feeling after the interview?”
“Are you able to access support if you feel
distressed at a later time?”

Shows gratitude for
Offer gift voucher participant’s time and
contribution

“We are grateful for your contribution to the study.
Please accept this small gift from the University.”

Supports a precise account ‘XX raised her voice and used animated hand
Record nonverbal
of process, experience, and gestures when discussing how the nurse spoke to
observations
her.’
events
Enables thoughts and
Record reflections
feelings to be captured for
in field notes
later review and discussion

‘Listening to XX talk about the way his first
admission impacted his sense of safety in later
admissions made me realise the importance of
first encounters.’
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Data management and analysis
The audio files were saved from the recording device to a password-protected
computer as soon as possible after each interview. The researcher then deleted the
audio files from the recorder. The audio recordings were transcribed verbatim by
the researcher within days of each interview. Transcripts were then saved as
electronic document files in a password-protected folder. Participants’ names were
replaced with a unique identifying number and pseudonyms were allocated. The
folders were accessible only by the researcher and research supervisors.
Thematic analysis is a robust and systematic method of data analysis that is well
suited to qualitative descriptive studies(137). Thematic analysis allows minimal
transformation of the data and enables the data to be described in rich detail and
interpreted by the researcher(138). Data for this study were analysed inductively,
meaning the researcher had no preconceived notions of what would be found(138).
The six phases of thematic analysis recommended by Braun and Clarke were used
to code the data and identify and report themes arising from the study(137).
Phases of thematic analysis
Phase 1: Becoming familiar with the data
The first phase of analysis required the researcher to become immersed in the
data(138). The researcher’s familiarity with the data began when conducting the
interviews. The interviews were audio-recorded and rigorously transcribed verbatim
by the researcher. This included the use of ellipses to denote pauses, exclamation
marks to show emphases, the inclusion of “um” where these were used, and square
brackets to indicate where a participant laughed during an utterance. Memos and
field notes made by the researcher during and immediately after each interview were
referenced during the transcription process to ensure subtle cues of meaning were
captured. Transcription required the researcher to listen to each recorded interview
multiple times, thus enhancing familiarity with the data. Following Braun and
Clarke’s(138) recommendation, transcription was undertaken as an interpretative, not
just pragmatic, task. As such, the researcher made notes during transcription to use
as a reference in the initial coding phase. The accuracy of the transcription was
confirmed by comparing the first three transcriptions with the audio recordings.
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Phase 2: Generating initial codes
The second phase of thematic analysis required the researcher to develop a list of
preliminary codes(138). Each transcript was printed, read, and re-read multiple times.
The researcher kept the research question in mind while reading and re-reading
each transcript. Following Braun and Clarke’s(138) approach, each reading entailed
an active search for potential meanings and patterns of meanings. During this
process, sections of text that the researcher felt resonated with the research
question were circled on the transcripts and given initial code names (Figure 3.1).
Each transcript was reviewed systematically to ensure all relevant data were
identified. The list of initial codes, and associated sections of text, were reviewed by
the research team to confirm that all important data had been extracted from the
transcripts and that the initial code names were appropriate descriptors.

Figure 3.1 Example of initial coding
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Phase 3: Searching for themes
Phase 3 entailed sorting and combining the initial codes into possible themes(138).
This involved systematic comparison of each section of coded text with other
sections of coded text, within and between the transcripts. Sections that seemed to
have similar meanings, for example, ‘Nurses’, were grouped (Table 3.3).
As described by Braun and Clarke(138), collating codes with similar meanings
enabled the researcher to identify patterns of meaning and combine codes to
constitute a potential theme. The process also allowed subordinate patterns of
meaning (potential sub-themes) to be identified(138). This process led to the
identification of potential themes and sub-themes for this study.

Table 3.3 Samples of coded text with similar meanings
Transcript

Section of text (quote)

Code

1

In theory, you can go and chat to the nurses, but they’re
Nurses spending time
really busy, and their hourly checks is the only time they’re
with you
around.

2

But if you go into the psych wards... there are lots of
people who have absolutely no one. I think that’s where Nurses showing
nurses really need to step up and make them feel understanding and
safe...make them feel like they have someone in their caring
corner who understands and cares for them

3

There was no ‘go-to’ person to discuss issues or problems
with... I was just left to my own devices. A lot of the time I
Someone to go to
didn't even know who my so-called appointed nurse was
for the day

4

I’ve just given up on even trying to get medication or talk Being heard, listened
to the nurses because it’s been too difficult to get their to, getting nurses’
attention
attention

5

If they say something nice to you, it feels like they’ve Nurses, validation,
noticed that you’re there. That’s emotional safety, isn’t it? emotional safety

6

I’d like to see a nurse indicate that they care about the
Nurses, caring,
patients... but for some reason, this isn’t the case... Maybe
workload
because they’re under too much pressure
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Phase 4: Reviewing themes
Phase four of the analysis involved refining the potential themes and sub-themes to
ensure they were coherent, robust and meaningful(138). Each theme needed to have
internal consistency and be distinct from the other themes(138). This involved
revisiting each potential theme in the context of the individual coded sections of text
that were linked to them. The research team considered whether the coded data
sufficiently supported each theme and sub-theme and whether there was a logical
relationship between the themes, with no substantial overlap. The researcher reread the entire data set and re-aligned codes, where needed, to strengthen the
coherence within and between themes. This process culminated in the identification
of three themes and nine sub-themes which the research team considered to
appropriately reflect the meanings embedded in the data set. Each theme
represented something distinctive about the meaning of safety for participants.
Phase 5: Defining and naming themes
Phase five entailed identifying the essential focus of each theme and articulating its
interesting features(138). This phase also involved giving the themes names that
reflected their salient features(138). The research team reviewed the three themes in
respect to the research question and considered the story they respectively told of
what safety meant for participants. Each theme was considered to represent a
unique aspect of what safety meant for participants, and names were chosen that
were concise and considered to appropriately reflect their distinct features. The
same process was undertaken for each of the nine sub-themes, and these were
also named. Each sub-theme name was accompanied by a quote from a participant
that the research team felt resonated with the meaning of safety.
Phase 6: Producing the report
The final phase of thematic analysis involved the production of a concise written
report of the story told by the data addressing the research question(138). The report
described how each theme related to the question, supported by quotes and analytic
narrative(138). Reporting the findings of this study culminated in three published
manuscripts(38-40). These are presented within the Findings chapters.
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Ethical considerations
Research conducted with humans must be undertaken and reported in a
responsible way(139). This means that researchers must demonstrate honesty and
integrity, and rigour in scholarly and scientific processes to ensure people are not
put at risk(116). Human research is guided by principles such as merit and integrity,
justice, beneficence and respect(140).
Merit and integrity
Merit means that the research has the potential to be of benefit(140). This study has
merit as it raises awareness of the issues and contributes new knowledge to an area
about which little is known. The study also has merit as it enabled the development
of research expertise in an early career researcher. The study’s merit was
underpinned by the oversight of supervisors with extensive research experience.
Integrity refers to the researcher’s commitment to search for new knowledge using
recognised

research

principles

and

reporting

findings transparently

and

honestly(140). The researcher’s longstanding interest in consumers’ experience
within acute units, and desire to use this knowledge to enhance care provision
reflected this integrity, and this Thesis provides a transparent account of the conduct
and findings of this study. The study’s merit and integrity are confirmed in the
approval to conduct the study granted by the UOW Human Ethics Research
Committee (HREC)(HE14/140)(Appendix C).
Justice
Justice is demonstrated through fairness and equity in the way participants are
treated, and the way the benefits and burdens of the research are distributed(140).
The opportunity to participate in the study was promoted across several mental
health organisations, and the purpose, benefits and risks of participating were
explicit in the promotional materials. The research design ensured time was
allocated at the beginning and end of interviews for the researcher to explain the
study’s aims and processes and answer any questions or concerns participants may
have. The Participant Information Sheet (PIS) and Consent Form were written in
plain English, and information was repeated as many times as requested.
Participants were given ample time to read and reflect on the PIS and Consent Form
before being invited to give written consent. Before commencing each interview, the
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researcher asked participants to “let me know when you are ready to start”. The PIS
and Consent Form advised that the interviews would be audio recorded. The
researcher asked participants if they were comfortable with this and waited for an
affirmative response before turning the audio-recording device on. A gift voucher
worth $25 was presented to each participant to acknowledge their participation.
To avoid the potential for coercion participants were not aware of the gift until their
interview was completed.
Vulnerability
People with mental illness have a right to participate in research, however,
as research

participants’

they

are

considered

a

vulnerable

group(140).

Vulnerability means individuals may have diminished capacity to consent or
manage stress or discomfort arising from participation(140). Research with
vulnerable groups should only be undertaken if it has the potential to benefit the
group’s identified needs and interests and there is no alternate group from which
the data could be gathered(118). The
participants’

potential

vulnerability

researcher
when

was

designing,

cognisant
conducting,

of
and

reporting this study. The researcher also considered, that assumptions about
vulnerability can be stigmatising and stereotyping, and lead to people with mental
illness being unduly excluded from research(141).
Beneficence
Beneficence means that the benefit arising from the research must justify
the potential risk to participants(140). Researching with vulnerable groups
requires the researcher to be aware of the risk of emotional distress that
participants may experience during or after the interviews(119). Participants were
informed in flyers and verbal correspondence that the study involved thinking
about their experience in an acute unit, and as such, may cause some
discomfort or distress. The PIS advised participants that they could withdraw
their participation at any time and provided the name and number of a
support service, should they become distressed. The researcher’s clinical
experience of over

twenty-five years

working

with people experiencing

heightened emotions meant she was able to put participants at ease and make
them feel comfortable during the data collection.
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Respect
The imbalance of power between interviewer and research participant has been
seen as a potential concern, particularly in mental health(142). Respect for human
beings means recognising individuals’ autonomy and rights(140). This includes
participants’ right to receive accurate information and be informed of their rights as
a participant. Participation in the study was voluntary and participants were advised
of their right to refuse to participate, and their right to withdraw consent. This
information was conveyed verbally and in writing. Participants were reassured that
their responses would not be considered right or wrong and that their contribution
to the research study was greatly valued.
Informed consent
As an experienced mental health nurse, the researcher was able to assess
participants’ capacity to give informed consent(143). This assessment commenced
when the researcher phoned potential participants who had responded to the study
flyer. In addition to providing study information, the researcher asked if they were a
current inpatient of an acute unit, as this was an exclusion criterion and evidenced
a compromised mental state. The researcher was vigilant for signs or symptoms of
acute mental illness in participants, such as hallucinations, delusions, or mood
disorder. Vulnerability is dynamic(141), and the assessment of capacity to consent
continued when the researcher conducted the interviews. Participants were asked
to read the Consent Form and PIS, which were written in plain English. To confirm
comprehension, potential participants were asked to verbally describe their
understanding and invited to ask any questions or raise concerns(130). All
participants expressed a good understanding of the study and what their
participation would entail. There were no concerns raised. Indeed, many
participants commented about how important the study was and how much they
wanted to contribute.
The right to withdraw was explicit in the PIS and Consent Form and was verbally
reiterated by the researcher. The PIS provided participants with the contact details
for the University’s research office in the event they had concerns or complaints
about the research.
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Privacy and confidentiality
Participants were advised that findings from the study would be published in a
Thesis and peer-reviewed journals, as well as being presented at conferences. They
were assured, however, that they would not be identifiable in any reports or
publications arising from the study. Participants’ anonymity was maintained with
pseudonyms used in all reports and publications.
In line with the UOW Research Data Management Guidelines(144), the security of
participants’ details was protected through careful management of documents such
as consent forms, demographic information, and transcripts, which were kept in a
locked cabinet in paper copy and on a password-protected computer. Back-up
copies of data files were regularly saved in a different location to the original files(144).
Digital files and paper records will be kept for five years after the publication of the
final findings paper, and will then be securely and permanently destroyed by
shredding paper copies and deleting digital files(144).
Rigour
Rigour was evaluated according to Lincoln and Guba’s(113) principles of credibility,
transferability, dependability and confirmability.
Credibility
Credibility relates to the truthfulness or believability of the data and the interpretation
leading to the study’s findings(145). The accuracy of participants’ statements was
confirmed through close review of transcripts. Direct quotes were used alongside
the researcher’s interpretation in reporting the data, and the salience of the
researcher’s interpretation was confirmed by the supervisors through regular
meetings. Throughout the process, the researcher continually reflected on and
refined her interpretations of participants’ descriptions(113). The researcher had a
well-developed understanding of the culture and practices within acute units and
was able to draw on this knowledge when interpreting participants’ descriptions(113).
The expertise within the research team enabled an exhaustive and detailed process
of data collection, analysis, and reporting to be undertaken. Multiple peer-reviewed
publications and conference presentations enabled the researcher to establish the
resonance of the study’s findings(116). The transparency in the reporting of this
process and findings enables the credibility of the study to be assessed.
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Transferability
Transferability relates to the potential for the study findings to be applied to settings,
contexts or groups other than those studied(113). Detailed descriptions have been
provided of the purpose, setting, participants, analysis and findings(146). These rich
and thick descriptions allow the reader to consider how the findings may apply to
other settings(116). While participants were purposively selected, variation in
participants’ age, diagnosis, area of residence, and admission history, enhances the
potential for the findings to be transferable.
Dependability
Dependability relates to the consistency of the findings and the potential for
replication(145). There should be enough description of the steps taken by the
researcher to enable the study to be repeated, noting that there may be divergence
in the interpretation between different researchers(113). This Thesis provides a
sufficiently detailed description of the researcher’s processes and decision-making
to enable replication and confirm that proper processes have been followed(145).
Confirmability
The study’s confirmability is reflected in the researcher’s effort, through reflexivity,
to demonstrate there was no conscious or unconscious bias in the research process
and interpretation of data(113). The researcher’s ontological, epistemological, and
methodological assumptions are described openly in the Thesis. Regular debriefing
with the research team enabled any actual or potential bias to be identified and
explored. A reflexive journal was also maintained by the researcher throughout the
study to enable any preconceptions to be explored and reflected on. This further
reduced the potential influence for unconscious bias to influence the conduct or
outcomes of the study. The research team met regularly to review the researcher’s
interpretations of the data to establish the credibility of these interpretations.
Conclusion
This chapter has outlined the methodological approach and methods used in the
study. The combination of qualitative description and naturalistic inquiry provided
the researcher with an effective way to explore participants’ meaning of safety and
elicit coherent findings. These findings are presented in the following chapters.
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Chapter Introduction
Paper 2(38) presents findings related to consumers’ perception of the role nurses
play concerning safety in acute units. It was published in the Journal of Clinical
Nursing as;
Cutler, N. A., Sim, J., Halcomb, E., Moxham, L., & Stephens, M.
(2020). Nurses' influence on consumers' experience of safety in acute
mental health units: A qualitative study. Journal of Clinical
Nursing, 29(21-22), 4379-4386.
This journal was chosen because of its international focus, relevance to clinical
practice, and Impact Factor of 1.972 (Appendix D). As this journal is published by
Wiley permission is automatically granted for inclusion of the paper in the Thesis.
Abstract
Aim: To explore how nurses influence the perceptions and experience of safety
among consumers who have been admitted to an acute mental health unit.
Background: Safety is a priority in acute mental health inpatient units, yet
consumers do not always experience acute units as safe. Despite being primary
stakeholders, little is known about what safety means for consumers in acute mental
health units.
Design: A qualitative descriptive study informed by naturalistic enquiry was
conducted and is reported using the consolidated criteria for reporting qualitative
research (COREQ) checklist.
Methods: Fifteen consumers with experience of mental illness participated in semistructured individual interviews. These interviews explored what safety meant for
them during their acute mental health unit admissions. Thematic analysis was used
to analyse the data.
Findings: The theme Influence of Nurses reflected that the way nurses engaged in
acute mental health units had a profound impact on participants’ sense of safety.
Three sub-themes emerged: i) Availability: “It’s about nurses spending time with
you”, ii) Being responsive: “They would listen if you had a concern”, iii) Caring: “Little
acts of kindness”.
Conclusions: These findings challenge the dominant discourse around safety in
mental health organisations, in which nursing practice is often oriented toward the
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management of risk, rather than the promotion of safety. The findings demonstrate
that, through their clinical practice, nurses can enhance consumers’ feelings of
safety in the acute mental health unit.
Relevance to clinical practice: Nurses play a key role in providing care within
acute mental health units. It is vital that the behaviours and actions nurses can enact
in order to promote feelings of safety among consumers in this setting are enabled
at individual, unit, and organisational levels.
Introduction
Safety in mental health services is a priority internationally(2,147-149). Despite its
priority status, safety in mental healthcare is an under-explored area(150). Little is
known about consumers’ perspectives of safety(151). There is evidence, however
that consumers in acute units do not always feel safe(81,95). An Australian survey
found that less than one quarter (23%) of consumers and carers always felt safe,
while some 6% never felt safe when accessing mental health services(2). All mental
health professionals have a responsibility to enhance safety for consumers(93).
However, nurses have a central role as they comprise more of the mental health
workforce than all other disciplines combined(17,152). Many of these nurses work in
adult acute mental health inpatient units (acute units)(153). The acute unit setting
presents unique challenges in respect to safety(151). This paper aimed to explore
how nurses influence the perceptions and experience of safety among consumers
who have been admitted to an acute mental health unit. In this paper, the term
‘consumer’ is used to describe people who have received mental health services.
The term ‘patient’ is used in participants’ quotes as this is the language they used.
Background
In line with global trends, the Australian mental health system provides the majority
of treatment in the community for people with mental illness(153). Consumers who
are clinically assessed as unable to be safely cared for in the community, however,
may be admitted to an acute unit for inpatient treatment. Admission to an acute unit
can be voluntary, but if deemed necessary, involuntary admission can be enforced
via mental health legislation(154). Common reasons for admission to an acute unit
are to ensure a consumer’s safety or the safety of others(21). Upon admission to an
acute unit, consumers rightly expect to feel safe(155).
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In the Australian mental health system, ‘safety’ is synonymous with ‘risk’, and a risk
averse approach is a central tenet of the model of care(70) . As a result, admission
to an acute unit is often oriented toward risks to physical safety such as suicide,
self-harm, substance misuse or aggression(156). While many consumers describe
feeling physically safe in acute units, others describe their emotional and
psychological safety as being compromised in this setting(157). Indeed, limited focus
is given to consumers’ emotional or psychological safety needs in acute units(81).
Nursing strategies that are primarily oriented toward physical risk do not adequately
address consumers’ safety needs(21). Literature describing nurses’ perceptions of
safety in acute mental health report that nurses perceive their role as mainly risk
management(158). Higgins et al.(159) found that 95.7% of mental health nurses
routinely assessed low frequency, high impact risks, such as suicide, self-harm, and
violence, while fewer than 34% assessed common risks to consumers, such as
sexual vulnerability, financial exploitation, and social isolation. Although accepted
as a key part of their role, nurses perceive practices aimed at managing high impact
risk as limiting their ability to form therapeutic relationships with consumers(21).
The need to feel safe is important for consumers in acute units(160). Being in an acute
unit can be frightening, and prevailing risk-oriented practices have been described
as heightening risk for consumers and hindering their recovery(75). Wyder et al.(161)
found that when consumers felt safe in an acute unit, their experience of recovery
was enhanced. Alternately, when consumers felt unsafe, their recovery is likely to
be disrupted(87). This highlights the importance of ensuring consumers within an
acute unit feel safe. The complex nature of consumers’ perceptions of being safe
requires a better understanding(162). Consumers have had little opportunity to
articulate what safety in acute units means for them. Understanding the consumers’
perspective of safety in acute units can enable a broader safety discourse, beyond
a focus on risk, to inform nursing practice in this setting.
Methods
Design
This study took a qualitative descriptive approach to address the research question.
Qualitative descriptive approaches are particularly useful where detailed
descriptions are required(111) or where there is a lack of research on the topic area.
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The qualitative descriptive methodology was informed by the principles of
naturalistic inquiry(111), whereby researchers seek to understand participants’ reallife experiences(112). Naturalistic inquiry aligns with the qualitative descriptive
approach as findings are presented in a way that uses the actual words of
participants to describe their experience(111).
This approach yielded a large volume of data across three distinct themes. This
paper explores one of those themes in-depth. The theme Influence of Nurses,
describes the nursing actions and interactions that participants described as
impacting their experience and perceptions of safety. The remaining themes of
Supportive Environment and Personhood are reported separately(39,40), due to the
volume of data and disparate nature of issues being described. These other two
themes describe the influence that environmental factors and the recognition of
personhood had on consumers’ experiences and perceptions of safety. The
COREQ checklist for qualitative studies was used to guide the reporting of findings.
Sample and recruitment
Fifteen consumers were interviewed after responding to a promotional flyer emailed
to mental health consumer networks and community organisations across the
Greater Sydney region of NSW, Australia. Greater Sydney is a large and diverse
geographic area with a population of over 5 million people across inner-city,
metropolitan, and regional areas(163). A single region was selected to facilitate faceto-face interviews. Acute mental health services are delivered in both public and
private hospitals across the region. The flyer provided information about the purpose
of the study and the research team. It invited participants to attend an interview to
explore what safety meant for them during their admission(s) to an acute unit.
Potential participants received an information sheet outlining their rights, the study
purpose, the process, risks and benefits of participating. Consumers were eligible
to participate if they self-reported at least one admission to an acute mental health
unit. Those who were an inpatient at the time of recruitment, unable to speak
English, or aged less than 18 years were excluded. All potential participants were
contacted by telephone prior to the interview to confirm they met the inclusion
criteria and establish a relationship. No potential participants refused to participate
or dropped out before the interviews were conducted.
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Data collection
Data were collected using semi-structured, individual interviews. Participants were
interviewed once, with most interviews (n=10; 66.6%) undertaken in participants’
homes, although some (n=5; 33.3%) were conducted in community facilities or
coffee shops. After completing a demographic information sheet, interviews began
with an open-ended grand tour question: ‘Thinking about your admission to an acute
mental health inpatient unit, what did safety mean to you?’ As participants gave
detailed accounts of their experiences, the interviewer used prompt questions to
focus on the embedded meaning, such as: ‘Based on the experiences you’ve just
described, what did safety mean to you?’. After the first three interviews the
researchers assessed whether the questions and prompts were clear and gathering
relevant information. As no participants sought clarification around questions, and
the information was deemed relevant, these questions and prompts were used in all
interviews. All interviews were conducted by one researcher (NC), a female RN with
postgraduate qualifications and extensive mental health nursing experience.
Interviews were digitally recorded and transcribed verbatim by the researcher (NC).
Interview transcripts were not returned to participants because the interviews sought
to capture their views at one point in time. Field notes and memos were made as
soon as possible after each interview to record nonverbal observations and
reflections on participants’ responses. By the fifteenth interview, repetition of ideas
became apparent, and data saturation was considered to have been reached.
Data analysis
Data were analysed using the thematic analysis approach developed by Braun and
Clarke(138). The researcher (NC) initially familiarised herself with the data through
multiple readings of transcripts and listening to the audio files. Open codes were
then generated to describe the content. These were highlighted on the transcript
and then extracted onto a spreadsheet for review and confirmation by the research
team. Subsequently, codes were grouped together and given a brief description to
identify the preliminary themes and sub-themes. The individual coded extracts and
entire data set were revised and reviewed until consensus was reached within the
research team on the final themes and sub-themes. Data analysis culminated in
three themes and nine sub-themes being defined and named according to their
distinctive features. Direct quotes are used to demonstrate the participants’ voices.
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Ethics
This study was approved by the UOW HREC (HE14/140). All participants gave
written consent prior to data collection. The interviewer’s mental health nursing
expertise enabled clinical judgment to determine an individuals’ capacity to consent.
All participants demonstrated the capacity for informed consent. The interviewer’s
(NC) mental health nursing expertise and interpersonal skills allowed her to support
participants

should

they

experience

strong

emotions,

delusions,

and/or

hallucinations during the interview. No adverse events occurred during the
interviews. Pseudonyms have been used to maintain participant anonymity. All
participants received a gift voucher in recognition of the time taken to participate.
Rigour
The principles of rigour described by Lincoln and Guba(116) were applied to this
study. Prolonged engagement, supported by peer debriefing, established credibility.
Descriptions of the research purpose, setting and process, and the use of
participants’ own words through verbatim quotes established transferability.
Confirmability was shown through a clear audit trail and reflexivity by the researcher.
Findings
Ten (66.6%) of the fifteen participants were female. Participants’ ages ranged from
23 to 56 years (mean age=39 years). Almost half (n=7; 46.6%) of the participants
reported having five or more previous admissions to an acute mental health unit.
Most participants (n=13; 86.6%) reported having at least one involuntary admission.
Participants’ longest reported acute unit admission ranged from three days to five
months. The duration between participants’ most recent discharge to being
interviewed was less than three years for most (n=13; 86.6%), and for others was
six and eight years respectively (n=2; 13.3%).
The theme Influence of Nurses reflects the significant effect that nurses had on
participant’s experience of safety. Three sub-themes were identified that captured
the ways nurses contributed to participants’ experience of safety in acute units,
namely by demonstrating; availability by spending time with consumers;
responsiveness by listening to consumers’ needs and caring by displaying empathy
and kindness.
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Availability: “It’s about nurses spending time with you”
For many participants, safety in the acute mental health unit meant nurses were
physically present in the common areas where consumers spent their days and
were available to spend time with consumers. When asked what safety meant to
her, Kristen explained “It’s not about giving someone medications and giving them
a meal… it’s about nurses spending time with you”.
Participants described that having nurses physically present meant nurses could
connect with consumers within the acute unit: “Some of the nurses would come and
sit in the common area and watch TV with the patients… which I guess is funny,
that they’re getting paid to do that… but those guys knew much more about what
the patients were doing and where they were at, than the dude standing with the
clipboard who didn't actually speak to them” (Ellen).
When nurses were not available to consumers, participants described feeling alone
and without supervision, and as a result, their experience of safety was reduced.
Diane reflected that “There wasn’t much nurse presence around, so you were… you
just felt like you were on your own. They’d do their routine check around, but there
was a lot of time in between with no-one around… just the patients”.
The nurses’ station was perceived by some participants to be a tangible barrier to
nurses’ availability. The nurses’ station is a staff-only space from which consumers
are generally excluded by locked doors and glass windows. Indie described feeling
unsafe as a result of spending lengthy periods “just trying to get the attention of
nurses inside the nurses’ station”. Lisa described feeling her psychological safety
was compromised when the nurses were “hidden away” in the nurses’ station,
resulting in her “having to knock on that glass door to ask for anything… even a
tampon”.
Another barrier to nurses’ availability described by several participants was
perceived as nurses’ “busyness”. Alex described feeling unsupported, and therefore
unsafe, in the acute unit because the nurses were too busy: “You’d hope that
hospital is somewhere you could feel safe and get support. In theory you can go
and chat to the nurses, but they’re really busy, and their hourly checks is the only
time they’re around”. Similarly, Brian felt nurses being too busy prevented them from
being available for consumers: “I guess that was the issue of safety... it’s part of
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being assigned four or five patients to one nurse… I just felt like their (nurses’)
resources were very stretched, and they (nurses) were very stretched”.
Availability meant that nurses spent time with consumers, getting to know them and
their individual needs. Nurses being available made consumers feel they were not
alone, and this enhanced participants’ perception of being safe.
Being responsive: “They would listen if you had a concern”
Safety also meant that nurses were responsive to consumers on the acute unit.
Being responsive was demonstrated by nurses listening to consumers and making
assertive efforts to assist. Nalini’s perception of safety was enhanced when a nurse
advocated for her: “I’d been in (hospital) for ten weeks, and I wanted to go home for
the weekend… and when my doctor said ‘No’, I was devastated, because I’d been
there a long time. And she (the nurse) went and spoke to the doctor on my behalf. I
still didn’t get leave [laughs], but she was a tremendously big support… When she
was on shift, I felt safer.” The ability to listen was seen by Gloria as a specialised
skill for nurses working in mental health: “Some of the nurses came across as clearly
having an understanding of mental health. They were very patient, and they would
listen if you had a concern”. Having someone who was willing to listen to him
represented safety for Marlon: “When I feel I don't have a voice, or people aren’t
hearing me, …. that is when I feel unsafe”.
Not being listened to by nurses had a profound and negative impact on another
participant’s sense of safety on the acute unit: “I approached the nurses’ station to
ask to talk to someone. I was crying. She (the nurse) ended up saying ‘go away,
you’re hysterical, I don't want to talk to you’. And she absolutely wouldn't talk to
me… I asked her if I could ring Lifeline because I needed someone to talk to….and
she said, ‘Don't be stupid, that’s who you ring when you’re not in here’” (Olivia).
Joel described feeling desolate when he could not get a nurse to listen and help
him: “There was no ‘go-to’ person to discuss issues or problems with… I was just
left to my own devices. A lot of the time I didn't even know who my so-called
appointed nurse was for the day”. Jack withdrew and felt unsafe when nurses would
not take time to listen and find out what he needed: “Some nurses were fantastic,
but some were absolutely horrible. They wouldn’t talk to me…weren’t interested. If
I had a concern, I wouldn’t feel comfortable approaching them. I’d just keep it to
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myself until later, by which time it probably wasn’t worth raising.” Similarly, others
stopped trying to communicate or get their needs met when nurses did not listen:
“I’ve just given up on even trying to get medication, or talk to the nurses, because
it’s been too difficult to get their attention” (Olivia).
Being responsive meant that nurses listened to consumers and were assertive in
their efforts to help meet their needs. Nurses being responsive meant consumers
had someone to support them on the acute unit, and this made them feel safe.
Caring: “Little acts of kindness”
Many participants described an enhanced experience of safety when nurses
demonstrated caring toward consumers. Caring was shown through nurses’
expressions of empathy and kindness directed toward consumers. Marlon said: “I
could talk a lot about the little acts of kindness that have made me feel very safe”.
The need for nurses to make consumers in acute units feel cared about was
highlighted by Ellen: “I’m lucky I have great support and understanding from my
family… But if you go into the psych wards… there are lots of people who have
absolutely no-one. I think that’s where nurses really need to step up and make them
feel safe…make them feel like they have someone in their corner who understands
and cares for them”. Nurses being caring made some participants feel seen, which
made them feel safe: “If (nurses) say something nice to you, it feels like they’ve
noticed that you’re there. That’s emotional safety, isn’t it?” (Charles).
When nurses did not demonstrate caring, participants’ sense of safety was
diminished. Some participants tried to rationalise why nurses did not show caring
toward consumers. Fran considered that nurses’ workload might be a factor: “I’d like
to see a nurse indicate that they care about the patients... but for some reason this
isn’t the case… Maybe because they’re under too much pressure, there’s all the
other things to do, like manage the medication, and all the reports…” Nurses’
expressions of caring, conveyed through acts of kindness and empathy toward
consumers, made participants feel valued, and this made them feel safe.
Discussion
Study findings add knowledge about nurses’ influence on consumers’ perceptions
and experience of safety in acute units. This insight can inform local clinical practice
and broader health service policy. As such, this study provides a new understanding
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of the factors that could enhance or impede safety from the consumers’ perspective.
Some of these relate to nurses’ skills and attributes, but others relate to unit and
organisational factors. Enhancing safety and instilling a culture of safety, rather than
risk, for consumers in acute units, requires each of these to be considered.
Other studies agree that consumers feel safer in acute units when nurses are
present(81,164). This study revealed that spending time with consumers meant nurses
were not just visible, but that they engaged with consumers in a therapeutic way. A
common risk management practice in acute units requires nurses to be present at
regular intervals to observe consumers. When nurses engage therapeutically with
consumers

during

these

observations,

consumers’

sense

of

safety

is

heightened(165). Conversely, when nurses conduct these observations without
therapeutic engagement, consumers find the practice intrusive, dehumanising and
distressing(165). This suggests that when nurses spend time with consumers, it is the
quality of their engagement that enhances the consumers’ sense of safety.
Findings from this study demonstrated that when nurses listened to consumers,
consumers’ sense of safety was enhanced. Listening meant that nurses could be
responsive to consumers’ needs. Therapeutic listening is a fundamental skill for
nurses and is undertaken with the intent of building trusting, helpful relationships(166).
Being helpful is a purposeful interaction nurses have with consumers that builds
trust, as a foundation for therapeutic relationships(49). Others have found that when
nurses in acute units are helpful, consumers feel safer(167). By enabling therapeutic
relationships to be established, the time spent by nurses with consumers, and
listening to them, enhances consumers’ perception of safety(168).
This study also showed that when consumers felt that nurses in acute units cared
about them, their feelings of safety were heightened. Compassion, kindness, and
empathy are expressions of genuine regard for another person, which is consistent
with caring(169). Caring underpins authenticity in therapeutic relationships(170).
Therapeutic relationships are the means through which nurses influence
consumers’ perception and experience of safety in acute units. While nurses’
availability and responsiveness facilitate therapeutic relationships in acute units, it
is caring that provides the impetus.
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There are professional challenges and workforce issues faced by nurses in
developing therapeutic relationships with consumers in acute units. The stressful
nature of work in this setting can lead to a reduced capacity for caring(171). Similar
to the findings of this study, Terry and Coffey(172) found that consumers perceived
acute unit nurses to be preoccupied with tasks, leaving no time to talk to consumers.
When nurses are too busy to therapeutically engage with consumers, consumers
can feel frustrated and uncared for, thus increasing the risk of aggression(155). The
predominant focus on risk in acute units competes for nurses’ time and attention.
Seeing consumers as risks to be managed can lead nurses to seek to distance
themselves from, rather than engage with, consumers(79). Workload issues such as
high nurse to patient ratios can also result in nurses needing to focus on tasks and
crisis management(173). Some consider nurses themselves to be a challenge, by
unquestioningly adopting the dominant risk paradigm in mental health services(174).
Nurses can use the findings from this study to reorientate their practices and
specifically focus on making themselves available and responsive to consumers.
Findings from this study show that nurses influence consumers’ perceptions of
safety in acute units through therapeutic relationships. Enhancing safety for
consumers goes beyond managing risk and requires an investment in nursing
knowledge, skills, and self-care, as well as a review of the limitations posed by the
dominant risk paradigm. Nurses’ capacity to develop therapeutic relationships can
be strengthened through education(175,176), clinical supervision(177), and engagement
in programmes that promote personal resilience(171). Nurses do not work in isolation
in acute units, but as part of a multidisciplinary team. Good team relations can also
support nurses to provide therapeutic care, and can be facilitated through positive
workplace cultures supported by good management(178).
Nurses spending time building therapeutic relationships with consumers is an
investment in consumers’ recovery(179), leading to improved clinical outcomes and
consumer satisfaction(180). Research exploring consumers’ perceptions of how
therapeutic relationships with nurses enhance consumers’ recovery is ongoing and
will add to knowledge in this area(51). It is clear from this study, however, that building
therapeutic relationships with consumers in acute units enables nurses to influence
not just recovery, but also consumers’ perception and experience of safety. As such
this study provides an important insight to inform local clinical practice and health
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service policy about the role and importance of nurses and the nursing role in the
acute unit.
Limitations
This study has several limitations. Although participants had experienced admission
in various acute mental health units, they were recruited from the Greater Sydney
area that provides mental health services under a single state-based funding model
and legal framework. As acute units in other jurisdictions may have elicited different
experiences related to differences in funding, law and health policy, care should be
taken in assessing the transferability of findings. As participants were reflecting on
past experiences in acute units, some consumers’ recollections may have been
clouded by the passage of time. In line with the principles of qualitative research,
participants were considered to be providing their interpretation of events as they
recalled them(116). However, probing questions were used to fully explore their
recollections. Additionally, as interview transcripts were not returned to participants,
they did not have the opportunity to correct any interpretations. However, prolonged
engagement of the primary researcher, the use of peer debriefing and provision of
direct

quotations

to

support

the

analysis

demonstrate

credibility

and

confirmability(116). Participants volunteered to participate in the study. Therefore,
those who felt their safety had been either negatively or positively impacted during
their admissions may have been more motivated to participate than those who had
equivocal experiences.
Conclusion
Nurses have a substantial influence on participants’ sense of safety in acute mental
health units. Acute units are intended to be places of safety, but the focus of nursing
care is often the physical safety of consumers and others. While managing risk is
an important role for nurses in acute units, the dominance of this approach is at
odds with what safety means for consumers. For consumers to perceive themselves
to be safe in acute units, their psychological and emotional safety also needs to be
addressed. Nurses can enhance consumers’ perception and experience of safety
in acute units by spending time with consumers, listening to them, and treating them
with kindness and empathy. These nursing actions can be enabled by developing
and supporting nurses’ capacity to build therapeutic relationships with consumers.
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Relevance to clinical practice
This study supports nurses, managers, administrators, educators, and other health
professionals to understand the impact nurses have on consumers’ perceptions and
experiences of safety in acute units. These data highlight the need to challenge the
dominance of risk-oriented approaches that undermine nurses’ capacity to build
therapeutic relationships with consumers, and instead promote models that
enhance nurses’ ability to spend time with consumers, listening and caring.
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Chapter Introduction
This chapter presents Paper 3(39) which was published in the International Journal
of Mental Health Nursing (Impact factor: 2.383)(Appendix E). This journal was
chosen because of its international focus and relevance to clinical practice. As this
journal is published by Wiley, permission is automatically granted for inclusion of
the paper in the Thesis. The paper was published as;
Cutler, N. A., Sim, J., Halcomb, E., Stephens, M., & Moxham, L.
(2020). Understanding how personhood impacts consumers’ feelings
of safety in acute mental health units: A qualitative study. International
Journal of Mental Health Nursing, 30(2), 479-486.
Abstract
Being admitted to an acute mental health unit can lead to feelings of shame, and
loss of personhood for some consumers. Promoting safety for consumers is a
function of acute mental health units. This paper explores how consumers’
personhood influences their perception and experience of safety in acute mental
health units. Semi-structured interviews were conducted with 15 participants who
had previously been admitted to an acute mental health unit. Thematic analysis was
used to analyse the data. Participants perceived safety as being intrinsically linked
to their personhood. When participants’ innate worth was affirmed in their
interactions with staff, participants felt safe. Three sub-themes were identified:
‘Seen as an equal’, ‘Being respected’, and ‘Able to make choices’. These findings
can inform nursing practices that enhance consumers’ sense of personhood, and in
so doing, promote consumers’ safety and recovery in acute mental health units.
Introduction
Mental illness affects the quality of life of up to 264 million people internationally(181).
An estimated 39% of people who present to emergency departments with acute
mental illness require admission to an acute mental health unit (acute unit)(5). Acute
units are meant to be safe places, but many consumers do not feel safe in these
settings(21,81,160). In this paper, the term consumer refers to people who live with
mental illness and have had an admission to an acute unit(35).
The focus of safety in acute units is often oriented toward reducing potential physical
harm that consumers may cause themselves or others(159) and is positioned as risk.
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This focus is reflected in practices that are designed to minimise risk by restricting
consumers’ behaviours(21). In approaching safety in this way, health professionals
may come to view consumers as objects of risk(182), and consumers’ safety needs
may be overlooked(79). Understanding what safety means for consumers can inform
practices that enhance consumer safety and promote recovery.
Background
Admission to an acute unit is intended to promote safety and recovery for
consumers experiencing acute mental illness(183). Feeling safe is a foundation for
recovery(75). Recovery is a process of personal growth undertaken by consumers(55),
with the aim of establishing a positive sense of self in the context of experiencing
acute mental illness(184). This type of recovery, understood as ‘personal’ recovery,
is somewhat different from the medical concept of recovery as cure(184). For
consumers, the goal of recovery is to find or reclaim life’s meaning and purpose,
and be respected as a community member(184). The stigma of being admitted to an
acute unit, however, can undermine a consumer’s sense of worth and status in
society(185). Nurses play an important role in supporting consumers’ recovery and
promoting safety in acute units(186). Practice that promotes consumers’ recovery is
underpinned by the principles of person-centred care(187). Personhood is a central
tenet of person-centred care(188). Supporting recovery, therefore, requires nurses to
enhance consumers’ personhood(189). Personhood refers to an individual’s innate
humanness, expressed through the things that matter to them(189). An individual’s
personhood comprises not just how they perceive themselves, but how they are
perceived by others(190). The way an individual is responded to by others can,
therefore, have a substantial influence on their sense of personhood. When their
personhood is ignored or under threat, an individual can feel depersonalised and
experience suffering(191). In the acute unit context, when nurses show positive
appreciation for consumers’ personhood, the likelihood of conflict is reduced(73).
Personhood has been described as a fundamental human right(190). This right does
not diminish as a result of experiencing mental illness or cognitive decline, as is
often assumed for people with dementia(192). Despite the widespread endorsement
of person-centred principles in the healthcare sector, the concept of personhood
has not been well explored in the field of mental healthcare(191). Understanding how
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consumers’ personhood impacts their feelings of safety in acute units is an important
area of study in mental health, as enhancing safety supports recovery.
Aim
This paper aims to explore how personhood influences consumers’ perception and
experience of safety in acute units. Data were drawn from a large qualitative study
that explored the question; What does safety mean for people who have
experienced admission to an acute mental health unit? A large volume of data from
this study focused on three key themes, namely, Influence of nurses, Supportive
environment, and Personhood. Given the complexity and depth of the data and the
diversity of concepts explored in each key theme, they are reported separately(38,40).
Methods
Design
Participants’ perceptions and experiences of safety were explored using a
qualitative descriptive approach. This approach was informed by naturalistic inquiry
to enable the meaning of safety in acute units to be explored from the perspective
of consumers and to give voice to their experience(116). The study aligns with the
constructivist paradigm, which acknowledges that the meaning others give to their
experience is understood through the lens of the researcher’s own experience, and
thus, meaning is intersubjective(96).
Participants and procedures
Recruitment was undertaken using flyers emailed to community sector mental
health organisations in NSW, Australia. The flyers gave an overview of the study
and the researcher’s background as a PhD student with an interest in consumer
safety in mental health. Potential participants were 18 years or older and had
previously been admitted to an acute mental health unit. Individuals were excluded
if they could not speak English or were an inpatient of an acute mental health unit
at the time of the interview. People who indicated interest were contacted by
telephone in the first instance to enable the researcher to answer any questions and
confirm their eligibility.
Single in-depth semi-structured individual interviews were conducted by the
researcher (NC) in a venue of the participants’ choosing. The majority of interviews
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(n=10; 66.6%) were held in participants’ place of residence, while some (n=5;
33.3%) were held in community settings such as libraries or cafes. Interviews
commenced with a welcome and rapport building. Once written consent and
demographic information were obtained, the interview commenced with an openended grand-tour question: ‘Thinking about your admission to an acute mental
health inpatient unit, what did safety mean to you?’ Subsequent questions were
designed to keep participants’ focus on the meaning of safety, such as ‘Considering
the experiences you’ve described, what did safety mean to you when you were in
the acute unit?’.
Interviews were transcribed verbatim from audio recordings. Field notes were made
by the interviewer to record aspects of the interviews that could not be captured in
the audio recordings, such as participants’ nonverbal responses. No further
interviews were conducted after the fifteenth interview, as no new meanings were
being found and the research team considered data saturation to be reached(116).
No participants refused to be interviewed after giving consent or withdrew from the
study after being interviewed.
Data analysis
Data analysis was undertaken using inductive thematic analysis(138). Digital
recordings of the interviews were listened to multiple times by the researcher (NC),
along with multiple readings of the interview transcripts. With the research question
in mind, data that were considered relevant were identified using open codes, which
were then grouped together based on similarities of meaning. The individual codes
and groupings were reviewed by the research team and compared with the whole
data set to enable preliminary themes and sub-themes to be drawn from the data.
This process continued until consensus was reached within the research team on
the final themes and sub-themes. The themes and sub-themes were then defined
and named according to their distinguishing features. By reporting the findings, this
paper represents the final stage of analysis.
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Ethics
Approval was provided by the UOW HREC (HE14/140). The topic of the study had
the potential to generate strong emotions in participants, and this was mitigated by
the experience of the researcher (NC). The researcher, a female mental health
nurse with post-graduate qualifications, was experienced in assessing capacity to
provide informed consent and supporting consumers feeling distressed. The
researcher advised the research team of her interview schedule and emailed to
confirm interviews had been completed. The researcher used her clinical
experience to assess and manage risk during data collection. A gift voucher was
offered to all participants after their interview in recognition of their contribution to
the study. Participants’ confidentiality has been preserved through the use of
pseudonyms in this paper.
Findings
Most of the 15 participants (n=13; 86.6%) reported at least one involuntary
admission to an acute unit. The shortest reported length of admission was three
days, and the longest was five months. The participants’ ages ranged from 23 to 56
years (mean=39 years). Two-thirds (n=10; 66.6%) of the participants were female.
Demographic details of participants are provided in Table 5.1.
Table 5.1 Participant characteristics
Characteristic
Age (years)

Range: 23 – 56; Mean: 39

Gender - female

10; 66.6%

-

5; 33.3%

male

Longest admission (weeks)

Range: 0.4 – 20; Mean: 6

Total number of admissions

Range: 1 – ≥5

Self-reported (main) diagnoses

n

%

Bipolar Affective Disorder

7

46.6%

Depression

3

20.0%

Schizophrenia

2

13.3%

Psychosis

1

6.6%

Borderline personality disorder

1

6.6%

Schizo-affective disorder

1

6.6%
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The need to have their personhood recognised influenced participants’ perception
and experience of safety within the acute unit. Personhood was validated when
participants’ inherent worth as a person was affirmed by the staff providing care.
This was reflected in the three sub-themes. Firstly, Seen as an equal: “Treating a
person like a person” illustrated participants’ need to feel that they were recognised
as a person of equal status. Being respected: “When staff are respectful then I feel
safe” related to the need for participants to be treated with dignity and to be included.
Finally, Able to make choices: “We’re patients not prisoners” reflected participants’
need to retain a sense of autonomy during their admission.
Seen as an equal: “Treating a person like a person”
Being seen as an equal meant that participants’ innate worth was recognised and
acknowledged by staff. When Charles was asked what safety meant for him, he
said: “Safety is treating me as an equal human being”. The connection between
being seen as an equal and feeling safe was articulated by several participants. For
Diane, this was expressed as “To feel safe, I need them [staff] to accept me as an
equal person”. The assumption that people are essentially equal was conveyed by
Indie: “You know, we’re all just people … everyone’s a human being”. Gloria simply
wanted to be treated with the same regard as would be shown to anyone else: “To
me it’s just treating a person like a person”. The way staff interacted with consumers
conveyed whether they perceived consumers as equals. Hillary felt less safe when
she was “spoken down to all the time” by staff. Staff attitudes about consumers’
worth were conveyed not just in the way they spoke to consumers, but in the way
they spoke about consumers to others:
“I have this massive psychiatric history, but I am also an Honours year
psychology student. When I said [I was] a psych student, the nurse
said, ‘You don’t belong here, you’re not like the other people’. I
understood what she meant… everyone else was of a much lower
education level.” (Ellen)
Ellen described this encounter as exposing the negative attitudes the nurse held
about consumers. Being cared for by a nurse who had negative opinions about
consumers made Ellen feel unsafe. Participants’ encounters with staff had an
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enduring impact on their feelings of safety. Joel’s perceived loss of social status was
magnified as a result of his first encounter with his treating team:
“I was taken into a room, it felt like twenty people all sitting around in big
arc. I was sat on a chair, in pyjamas, in the middle of them all. They
were all well-dressed. I’d come out of the business world, I had no clue
of the mental health world… and you were sort of looked down on from
great height.”
Joel described this experience as extremely distressing, as he felt he had lost his
identity as a valued member of society. According to Joel, this experience in his first
admission left him feeling unsafe during subsequent admissions. Participants’
desire to be seen as equal by staff on the acute unit was protective of their sense of
self-worth, and personhood. When the words and actions of staff suggested that
consumers were of lesser status, participants felt less safe.
Being respected: “When staff are respectful, then I feel safe”
For Kristen, respect was conveyed through the behaviours of staff: “The nurse was
respectful in the way he spoke to me, and that did make me feel safe”. Likewise,
Ellen stated simply, “When staff are respectful, then I feel safe”. Conversely, when
Charles was spoken to in a way that did not make him feel respected, he felt judged
and disliked, and this undermined his feeling of safety: “They [staff] don’t know you,
but they don’t like you. It shows in their attitude, and the way they speak to you’.
Olivia equated being respected with being kept informed: ‘If they [staff] don’t tell you
what’s going on, that’s not being safe...they’re disrespecting me as a person”. Being
respected tipped the scales toward safety for Fran at times of acute vulnerability:
“You know, people can be quite tenuous in there [the acute unit]. You’re
very vulnerable and fragile ... It doesn’t take much either way, a little bit
of respect…a bit of humiliation, a bit of rejection…I’ve felt more suicidal
in hospital than I have outside.”
Similarly, Lisa’s sense of safety was significantly impaired when she witnessed an
encounter in which respect was not shown toward another consumer:
“My roommate was severely depressed, and she couldn’t make it to the
toilet in time… When the nurse found out, she was so rude to her. The
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lady was so embarrassed and humiliated. That nurse just needed to
show some understanding, and some respect.”
Participants felt respected when their dignity was upheld, when they were treated
courteously, and when they were included in information about their care. Admission
to an acute unit can increase consumers’ feelings of vulnerability. Being treated with
respect by staff on the acute unit enhanced participants’ feelings of safety.
Able to make choices: “We’re patients not prisoners”
Being able to make choices gave some participants a sense of safety through
having some control over their circumstances. “What does safety mean? It means
being able to choose and control what happens to you” (Alex). Similarly, for Olivia,
safety meant being able to make choices. Olivia saw choice as distinguishing the
therapeutic function of an acute unit from the punitive function of a custodial setting.
Safety for Olivia meant “having the ability to make choices and raise
concerns…We’re patients not prisoners.” For risk management purposes, choice
in an acute unit is often limited. Participants described feeling safe when they could
make even small choices:
“I might not be able to choose to leave the ward, but I can choose to
make myself a cup of coffee.” (Nalini)
“I can go and sit on the computer whenever I like… or I can get a cup
of tea when I like.” (Fran)
When choice was removed, consumers felt less safe. Indie’s sense of safety was
diminished when she could not choose to have something that she found
comforting, but that was deemed to be a risk: “If I was given my earphones, I’d feel
like I had a bit of my reality back…and that’s a form of safety”. Not knowing when
she would be seen by her doctor reduced Olivia’s sense of safety:
“You’re called to the doctor’s office with no notice…you could be half
asleep, you could be eating … you have no choice but to go. You come
away feeling awful…”
Opportunities to have a choice in an acute unit, even in a limited way, enabled
consumers to retain their sense of personhood as autonomous human beings.
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Being able to meet their own needs, and express themselves through their choices,
enabled participants to maintain a connection to their identity as a whole person,
rather than a patient. Being able to choose was important for participants’ sense of
personhood, and this enhanced their perception of safety on the acute unit.
Discussion
The findings of this study demonstrate that for study participants, safety means
having their needs for equality, respect and choice met. These are fundamental
aspects of personhood. Admission to an acute unit can be accompanied by feelings
of shame and humiliation(84), and consumers’ personhood can feel under threat(185).
Being seen as an equal means having one’s dignity and worth recognised by
others(193). Indeed, Valenti et al.(194) found that some 91% of consumers in acute
units felt the need to be respected. When consumers feel they are not seen as
equals, or are not respected, their feelings of shame can intensify(185,195).
Participants in this study did not always feel they were seen as equals or respected,
and thus, their safety needs were not met.
Supporting consumers’ personhood means that staff, who are primarily nurses,
interact in ways that uphold consumers’ status as people who are valued, and who
are “taken seriously, respected, and understood”(185)(p. 5). The study findings show
that supporting consumers’ personhood plays a substantial role in their perception
of being safe in acute units. Our findings also suggest this can be achieved through
the everyday interactions nurses have with consumers. Eldal et al.(84) found that
consumers felt valued through seemingly small gestures, such as nurses making
eye contact with them, greeting them when passing, using their names, and sharing
something of themselves. Being recognised in this way can make consumers feel
valued at a vulnerable time(196). The challenge to consumers’ personhood that
accompanies an admission to an acute unit means nurses must be conscious of
any negative attitudes they hold toward consumers, to prevent them from
compromising consumers’ sense of safety within the very setting that is meant to
heighten their safety.
Acute units are characterised by high levels of restriction, and consumers often have
limited choice over their movements or activities(79,94). Most of these restrictions are
implemented by nursing staff(73), along a continuum from individual limit setting and
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ward rules, to highly coercive practices such as seclusion, restraint and enforced
medication(197). Autonomy relates to personal freedom and is expressed through the
capacity to make choices(198,199). While restrictions may be implemented in what is
thought to be consumers’ best interest, consumers may perceive restrictions as a
threat to their personhood. The complexity of safety in acute units means it is
unlikely that consumers will have full autonomy. However, choice remains important
for consumers(160). Being able to make choices, even in small ways, enhanced
participants’ feelings of safety in this study. Making choices about things that are
normalising, such as when to go to bed, or have a cup of tea, can enable consumers
to perceive and experience safety(94).
Nurses enacting their role in managing risk whilst restricting consumers’ choices to
the least degree possible helps consumers build confidence in themselves(200), and
allows nurses to demonstrate confidence in consumers(75). Striking this balance
builds trust, as a foundation of safety and recovery. For nurses, supporting
consumers’ recovery is inextricably linked to supporting personhood, as both are
founded on treating consumers with dignity and respect(58). Nurses play a pivotal
role in promoting safety in acute units. This study shows that nurses can enhance
consumers’ safety by supporting consumers’ personhood.
Relevance for clinical practice
Nurses need to be aware that admission to an acute unit heightens consumers’
vulnerability and threatens their personhood. This study demonstrates the potential
that acute unit nurses have to support consumers’ personhood. Understanding the
relationship between personhood, safety and recovery is an important focus for
nursing education. Education can ensure the knowledge and skills nurses need to
engage with consumers as equals, treat them with respect, and enable choices, are
embedded in day-to-day practice. Clinical supervision can assist nurses to reflect
on their biases and strengthen their feelings of empathy toward consumers.
Through consistent person-centred interactions and demonstrating unconditional
positive regard, nurses can help consumers regain and retain their sense of selfworth and feel safe in acute units as they progress their recovery.
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Limitations
There are several limitations to this study. Participants were recruited from a large
geographical region of NSW, Australia. Participants’ experience of admission,
therefore, may vary from people who have experienced acute unit admission in
other jurisdictions. Participants were not current or recent inpatients at the time of
interview. Therefore, the lapse of time between participants’ admission and being
interviewed may have affected their recall of events. Rather than being focused on
specific details of events, this study sought to elicit the meaning participants
attributed to their experiences. As this study required participants to volunteer to
participate, it is possible that people who had strong experiences of safety may have
been more motivated to volunteer, thus resulting in potential selection bias.
Conclusion
By approaching every interaction as an opportunity to enhance consumers’
personhood, acute unit nurses can promote consumers’ feelings of safety. When
consumers’ personhood is supported, and they feel safe, their capacity for recovery
is enhanced. Our study shows that even small gestures of recognition, inclusion,
and consideration from nurses can enhance consumers’ personhood.
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Chapter Introduction
This final paper presents the findings related to the physical and social aspects of
the acute unit environment that influence consumers’ safety. The paper was
published in the Journal of Clinical Nursing (Impact factor 1.972)(Appendix F) as:
Cutler, N. A., Halcomb, E., Sim, J., Stephens, M., & Moxham, L.
(2021). How does the environment influence consumers' perceptions
of safety in acute mental health units? A qualitative study. Journal of
Clinical Nursing, 30(5-6), 765-772.
Wiley automatically grant permission for the inclusion of the paper in the Thesis.
Abstract
Aim: To explore how the physical and social environment of acute mental health
units influences consumers’ perception and experience of safety.
Background: Acute mental health units are places in which consumers should feel
safe. Not all consumers, however, feel safe in this environment. Little is known about
what contributes to consumers’ feelings of safety in this setting.
Design: The study used a qualitative descriptive design, influenced by naturalistic
enquiry. Data were analysed using thematic analysis and are reported according to
the COREQ checklist.
Methods: Fifteen people who had experienced admission to an acute mental health
unit were individually interviewed.
Results: Having a supportive environment enhanced consumers’ perception and
experience of safety. A supportive environment was experienced when consumers
had privacy, felt safe from others, and had meaningful activities to participate in
within the acute mental health unit. In contrast, having their privacy breached by
other consumers made participants feel unsafe. Many participants were fearful of
other consumers and felt unsafe and unable to protect themselves. Lack of
meaningful activities led to boredom and contributed to consumers feeling unsafe.
Conclusions: Personal spaces should address consumers’ privacy needs without
compromising staff access. Staff presence enhances consumers’ feelings of safety,
but this need can be heightened when consumers are unable to alert staff when
they feel unsafe. Meaningful activities link consumers to their lives outside of the
hospital and can enhance recovery.
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Relevance to clinical practice: Understanding how the acute unit environment is
perceived by consumers can assist nurses and managers to promote feelings of
safety among consumers. Feeling safe can, in turn, optimise recovery.
Introduction
Acute mental health units (acute units) are an important component of mental health
services. The purpose of acute units is to promote safety and recovery for people
experiencing acute symptoms of mental illness or disorder(25). Feeling safe provides
a foundation for recovery, therefore enhancing consumers’ sense of safety in these
units is essential(160). Promoting safety in mental health services, however, is
complex(162). Being admitted to an acute unit can be a fear-inducing experience(94).
Understanding what safety means for consumers in acute units can inform policy
and practice aimed at enhancing consumers’ perceptions and experience of safety.
In this paper, people who have experienced acute unit admission are referred to as
“people” and “consumers” to reflect respect for their personhood and in recognition
of contemporary language(34). The word “patient” is included wherever it has been
used by participants.
Background
Specialist mental health services offer treatment services for people with mental
health concerns both in the community and within inpatient settings(17). Acute mental
health units provide services for people whose needs are unable to be met in the
community(5). Admission to an acute unit may be considered necessary to ensure a
person’s safety, including their physical, psychological or emotional safety, while
they are experiencing acute symptoms of mental illness and unable to care for
themselves(21). People admitted to acute units, however, have described not feeling
safe in this setting(94). Indeed, the recent Royal Commission into mental health
services in Victoria (Australia) found that feeling unsafe was a common experience
for consumers in acute units(95).
Within acute mental health units, safety is largely considered through the biomedical
lens, and involves “identifying and managing the risk posed by patients during their
hospitalization”(21)(p. 2). Accordingly, strategies aimed at promoting safety are often
focused on perceived risks generated by consumers, as assessed by staff(21), rather
than what consumers need to feel safe. This approach to safety is exemplified in
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mental health unit design, wherein consumers’ movements can be monitored from
the nurses’ station(201), and locked doors enable movement to be managed(24). Risk
focused approaches to safety in acute units promote safety for staff, but do not
sufficiently recognise consumers’ safety needs(202). Not having nurses close by, for
example, reduces consumers’ feelings of safety(38), and lack of engagement by staff
can exacerbate consumer aggression(28). Aspects of the built environment have
been seen to influence consumers’ perception of quality of care(203). Consumers’
perspectives of safety in the acute unit are not well explored in the literature and
what consumers need to feel safe in acute units is poorly understood(160).
This paper is drawn from a doctoral study that explored the meaning of safety from
the perspective of people who had experienced acute mental health admission. This
paper presents the theme Supportive Environment and how participants perceived
and experienced the environment as impacting their perceptions and experiences
of safety. The environment encompasses both the physical spaces of an acute unit
and the social interactions and activities that occur within those physical spaces(204).
Other themes; Influence of Nurses(38) and Personhood(39) are reported in separate
papers due to the richness of the data.
Methods
Design
A qualitative descriptive approach, informed by naturalistic inquiry, was used to
explore the meaning of safety for people who have experienced an acute mental
health unit admission(111,116). Naturalistic inquiry principles were used to guide study
design and data analysis, as the study sought to privilege the voice of consumers
and explore consumers’ real-life experiences of their acute unit admission(s)(111,112).
Data collection
A recruitment flyer was sent to mental health networks and community-based
consumer organisations within the Greater Sydney region in Australia to attract
participants with a willingness to participate in interviews. The flyer contained details
of the study aim, data collection processes and the research team.
Individuals who responded spoke to the doctoral candidate (NC) by phone to build
rapport and confirm that they met the inclusion criteria. People were eligible to
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participate in the study if they had experienced admission to an acute unit, were
aged 18 years or older, and able to speak English. Those currently receiving
treatment in an acute unit were excluded. Fifteen participants (n=15) were
interviewed. There were no potential participants who did not proceed with an
interview, and no participants subsequently dropped out.
Participants chose where they wished to engage with the researcher to undertake
a one-off semi-structured individual interview. Most elected to be interviewed in their
home, although some chose to be interviewed in a familiar library or café. Participant
characteristics were collected using a demographic information sheet. Interviews
opened using a grand tour question: “Thinking about your admission(s) to an acute
mental health inpatient unit, what did safety mean to you?” As participants narrated
their experiences, the doctoral candidate (NC) probed by using questions such as
“What did safety mean for you in that situation?”, to ensure the focus remained on
the meaning that safety held for participants. The researcher was interested in
participants’ descriptions of safety, based on their entire experience of acute
admissions. This meant that participants may have referred to multiple individual
admissions within their interview.
Each interview was audio-recorded for verbatim transcription by the doctoral
candidate. Field notes were made after each interview to capture the nonverbal and
contextual features that were observed. No new participants were recruited after the
fifteenth interview, as ideas being repeated indicated that data saturation had been
achieved(116). Transcripts were not returned to participants.
Data analysis
A thematic analysis framework was used to guide data analysis(138). In addition to
listening to the recorded interviews several times, each transcript was read and reread together with the field notes. Features of the data that were deemed to have
relevance in respect to the research question were identified by the researcher using
open codes. These codes were then grouped manually into clusters to represent
preliminary themes and sub-themes. The preliminary themes and sub-themes were
then refined by the research team through repeated reviews of the individual open
codes and the entire data set.
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The researcher is a female mental health nurse with specialist qualifications and
both clinical and management experience in acute mental health. The research
team comprised experienced nurse researchers with a mix of general and mental
health expertise. Once consensus was reached within the research team, each
theme was named according to its distinctive features.
Rigour
Trustworthiness and quality were addressed in accordance with the principles of
rigour(116). A clear description of the research purpose, process and setting supports
transferability(205). The use of participants’ verbatim quotes situates the consumer
voice as central, and further supports transferability. The research team debriefed
throughout the study, and reached consensus on the themes and sub-themes, to
establish credibility(113). Reflexivity and an audit trail establish confirmability(113).
Ethical considerations
Consumers are considered a vulnerable group, and researchers must ensure they
are not exposed to harm as research participants(130). Approval for the conduct of
the study was given by the UOW HREC (Approval HE14/140). Written consent was
gained from all participants. Participants were assured of confidentiality as
pseudonyms are used in reporting of the data. A gift voucher was given to
participants in appreciation of their time.
Results
The majority of participants were female (n=10; 66.6%) and mean age was 39 years
(range 23 to 56 years). As can be seen in Table 6.1, participants had diverse selfreported mental health diagnoses. Most participants (n=13; 86.6%) had postsecondary educational qualifications, ranging from Vocational (trade) training (n=4;
26.6%), to Diploma (n=1; 6.6%), Bachelor’s degree (n=5; 33.3%), and Master’s
degree (n=3; 20.0%). All but two (13.3%) participants had multiple admissions to an
acute unit.
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Table 6.1 Participant characteristics
Total
admissions

Gender

Age (years)

Hillary

3.5 weeks

2

F

23

Y

Psychosis,
depression

Indie

2 weeks

4

F

24

Y

Bipolar disorder,
depression

Nalini

11 days

1

F

29

Y

Alex

4 weeks

2

M

29

Y

Lisa

2 weeks

5+

F

33

Y

Bipolar disorder,
psychosis

Masters

Brian

3 months

5+

M

33

Y

Bipolar disorder

Bachelor

Kristen

3 months

5+

F

34

Y

Bipolar disorder

Diploma

Ellen

3 days

5+

F

37

Y

Borderline
personality disorder

Bachelor

Olivia

2 weeks

2

F

44

Y

Gloria

5 months

3

F

44

N

Fran

6 weeks

5+

F

45

Y

Bipolar disorder

Masters

Marlon

3 months

5+

M

49

Y

Schizophrenia

Bachelor

Joel

12 days

1

M

50

Y

Depression

Involuntary
admissions

Pseudonym

Longest
admission

Diane

8 weeks

5+

F

52

Y

Charles

10 days

2

M

56

N

Self-reported
diagnoses

Bipolar disorder
Schizoaffective
disorder

Depression
Depression, anxiety,
agoraphobia

Schizophrenia, Posttraumatic stress
disorder
Bipolar disorder,
Schizoaffective
disorder

Highest
educational
level
Trade certificate
Bachelor
Masters
Bachelor

Year 10
Trade certificate

Trade certificate
Trade certificate
Higher School
Certificate

Participants identified that a supportive environment was an important component
to their perceptions and experiences of feeling safe within an acute unit. Three subthemes arose, namely, Privacy: “Anyone could walk in at any time”, Other
consumers: “A little fish with big piranhas”, and Meaningful activities: “Bugger all
stimulation”.
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Privacy: “Anyone could walk in at any time”
Many participants described how the inability to control access to personal spaces,
such as bedrooms and bathrooms, had a significant impact on their sense of safety.
In some cases, bathrooms doors could not be locked: “I’ve had a fellow just walk in,
it was just a horrible experience...anything could have happened” (Fran). Even when
they were able to lock bedroom or bathroom doors, some participants described
feeling extremely unsafe because “the doors could still be opened from the outside”
(Hillary), and “someone could come into my bedroom while I’m asleep” (Indie).
Some participants acknowledged that nurses required access to consumers’
personal spaces but expressed concerns about privacy being able to be breached
by other consumers. “There’s a window in the bedroom door for staff to check on
you at night….and you know that every male patient could look in that window as
well” (Nalini). Gloria did not feel safe in a four-bed dormitory that had no door as
“the only thing separating us was a curtain …. anyone could walk in at any time”.
Several participants had experienced mixed-gender bedrooms. Fran described how
this made her feel unsafe: “It didn’t feel the best set up, particularly for women to be
sleeping next to a man”. Even male participants were concerned about mixed
gender units: “Males and females shouldn’t be kept together” (Charles). The inability
to have privacy was described by participants as having a substantial impact on
their perception and experience of safety.
Other consumers: “A little fish with potential piranhas”
Being among other people who were experiencing acute mental illness impacted
many participants’ perceptions and experiences of safety. Ellen described feeling
“constantly on edge, as you don’t know who’s safe, and who’s not safe”. Kristen
described feeling “intimidated” when she was with people who seemed more acutely
unwell than she was. Some participants described witnessing acts of aggression
between consumers. Marlon described how he had seen “someone bashing into
and hitting somebody else”, while Lisa witnessed a consumer “going off at another
patient and screaming and yelling”. In this situation, Lisa said she felt like she had
to fend for herself because “the nurses were more worried about what he [the
consumer] would do to them. It didn’t seem to faze them about leaving him there
with the patients”.
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Several participants described feeling fearful of other consumers. As a result of this
fear, Nalini focused her energies on “getting out of the unit, because I didn’t feel
safe in there”. Brian described his experience of being frightened of other
consumers as: “feeling like a little fish with potential piranhas”. Participants’ fear of
other consumers was exacerbated by the restrictive nature of the environment:
“Some patients can erupt, and because it’s a locked ward, I had nowhere to go. I
couldn’t run away” (Joel).
Some participants described their visitors as also being frightened of other
consumers. Ellen described her family members as feeling “threatened and
intimidated”, and had seen other visitors come in, “and they’re scared”. Fear of other
consumers was perceived by some participants as a reason their family members
did not visit. Joel said his sister “hasn’t come to visit me for eighteen years, because
she’s too scared to come in. I think it’s just the stereotypical image of psychiatric
units, to be honest. I’ve mentioned to her that it’s not like the movies…it’s not like
One Flew Over the Cuckoo’s Nest…well, sometimes it is (laughs)...…”. Not having
his sister visit him over multiple admissions affected how safe Joel felt in the acute
unit, “… that affects me as well, ‘cause I want to see my sister, you know what I
mean?”.
Not all participants described being fearful of other consumers. Marlon believed that
fear of other consumers was an expression of stigma, “Everyone is given the one
label “unsafe”. It’s just the stereotypical image of psychiatric units…that they’re all
violent people”. Diane stated that she often “felt safer with the patients than with
staff”. Nonetheless, many participants described their perception and experience of
safety as being negatively impacted by their fear of other consumers.
Meaningful activities: “Bugger all stimulation”
The social environment of the acute unit was characterised by daily routines that
had an impact on many participants’ perceptions and experiences of safety. Some
participants described safety as being able to have meaningful time alone, away
from the communal areas, for respite and reflection. Lisa described this as “’me
time’… away from everybody else”. Gloria described her need for “time out to get
myself together—no phones, no nothing”. The daily routines in the acute unit did not
always support consumers having time away from the communal areas. Alex
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described how, whenever he attempted to return to his bedroom during the day,
“within five to ten minutes a staff member would take me back out to sit in the TV
room, to be up and out with other patients… with nothing to do”. Having “time out”
from the acute unit milieu helped some participants to feel safe. For these
participants, staff encouragement to remain in communal areas compromised their
experience of safety.
For many participants, safety meant having meaningful activities each day. Kristen
described finding it difficult to feel safe in the acute unit when there was “bugger all
stimulation”, resulting in her “walking around doing nothing all day”. Brian described
meaningful activities as being therapeutic and “good for your mental health”. Lack
of meaningful activities was seen by some to lead to boredom, which could manifest
in unsafe behaviours, such as aggression or withdrawal. Olivia observed that not
having something meaningful to do led to some consumers: “just being a zombie,
or they’ll act out”.
Several participants described smoking and eating as their main diversions. “All you
really do is smoke cigarettes out the back and wait for the next meal” (Indie).
“They’ve got a basic computer that’s got paint programs and stuff. You colour
something in… then its lunchtime, then you smoke some more” (Marlon). Brian
observed that, in the absence of structured activity, some consumers made their
own activity: “There was a guy that fed the birds, that sort of thing…like anything to
just occupy the time”. Being in communal areas provided opportunities for
consumers to be occupied during the day, however when activities were not
meaningful to them, consumers’ perception of safety was diminished.
Discussion
Having a supportive environment emerged as a significant factor in participant’s
perceptions and experiences of feeling safe. Privacy in personal spaces, such as
bedrooms and bathrooms, was identified by participants as a critical safety need.
Acute units are often designed to give staff ready access to consumers’ personal
spaces, as this is where incidents of self-harm are most likely to occur(165). In our
study, participants’ concerns about privacy were primarily directed toward other
consumers being able to access their personal spaces. This is a significant concern,
as acute units have been identified as sites of high risk for sexual assault, and
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access to personal spaces is a key risk factor for this to happen(206). Unwanted
intrusion into personal spaces can also trigger memories of past trauma, and
heighten stress and risk behaviours for consumers in acute units(24). Lack of privacy
is not consistent with consumers’ need to feel safe, therefore ensuring consumers’
privacy in acute units requires critical consideration of facility design and service
delivery models.
International guidelines for the design of new acute units recognise consumers’
privacy as a priority(207). In an effort to balance privacy for consumers with the need
for surveillance by staff, newly built acute units often have single bedrooms with
ensuites and locking mechanisms that only allow the intended consumer and staff
to gain access(25,203). However, most older acute units still operate with shared
bathroom and/or bedroom facilities(208), and without adequate mechanisms to
ensure privacy(209). Other factors that impede consumers’ privacy have been
identified as staff lacking knowledge and skills in sexual safety risk assessment,
cultures of avoidance of sexual safety matters, and consumers not being listened
to(206). These factors can be compounded by lack of managerial leadership and
clinical supervision(210).
Lack of privacy while sleeping has been found to be a serious concern for
consumers(71,211). Regardless of the physical design of an acute unit, consumers are
reliant on nurses to ensure their privacy is maintained while they are asleep(209).
Concerningly, reports have been made by consumers of bedroom doors being
unlocked by nurses and left unlocked overnight to facilitate nursing observation(208).
Nurses” awareness of how their practice and procedures impact consumers’
experience of safety is also part of promoting a supportive environment.
The second key aspect of the environment that arose from this study was a fear of
other consumers on the acute unit. For consumers with previous acute admissions,
this fear can be based on witnessing or being the recipient of aggression from other
consumers(81). For consumers new to the acute unit environment, fear may be
based on the assumption that all mental health consumers are dangerous(212). The
reality is that acute units are high-risk environments for aggression(213) as symptoms
of acute mental illness can exacerbate such behaviours. Additionally, some aspects
of the acute unit environment can potentiate aggression. As was identified in this
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study, requiring consumers to stay in communal areas can heighten consumers’
perceptions of being restricted(28). Design features, such as enclosed nurses”
stations, can reinforce staff power, and convey that the safety needs of staff override
those of consumers(201). When nurses feel unsafe, they are often able to remove
themselves from the environment by retreating to the nurses’ station. For many
consumers who feel unsafe, the option of retreating away from communal areas of
the unit is less available. Further investigation is needed into strategies to enhance
consumers’ capacity to have some control when they feel threatened, including
places where consumers can retreat to, and mechanisms to alert staff if they feel
unsafe.
Boredom is a common experience for consumers in acute units(214). Participants in
this study highlighted the negative impact of a lack of meaningful activities on their
feelings of safety. The daily routine on an acute unit has been described as
passive(215), with activities commonly put on hold at short notice, and little
opportunity for spontaneity. Consumers’ days are often filled with watching
television, reading, or speaking with other consumers(215). Findings from this study
demonstrated that having meaningful things to do each day enhanced participants’
feelings of safety. This is consistent with other literature which describes how having
meaningful activities to pursue reduced boredom and enhanced safety(216).
Activities that consumers find meaningful will vary, and further exploration is needed
to evaluate various activities that could be made available(217). Having meaningful
activities supports safety by promoting choice, autonomy and connection to self and
others(27). In contrast, lack of meaningful activities can mean that consumers
become bored(87), and negative thoughts can flourish(215), thus increasing the
potential for aggression(214) and risk of absconding(87). The availability of meaningful
activities is supportive of consumers’ safety while also facilitating recovery by
promoting choice, autonomy and connection to self and others(27).
Limitations
As participants were recruited from the Greater Sydney area, consumers from other
jurisdictions may have experiences that were different because of legal, funding and
service differences. The voluntary nature of study participation meant that only
participants whose sense of safety had been challenged during their admissions
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may have had a desire to participate. Additionally, as participants were reflecting on
their previous experiences, these recollections may be impacted by the passage of
time and benefit of hindsight. The interviewer did, however, use probing questions
to fully explore these experiences.
Conclusion
Enhancing the environmental factors identified in this study that promote
consumers’ perception and experience of safety in acute mental health units is
consistent with recovery-oriented nursing practice. Adapting the physical design and
layout of acute units to maximise privacy in personal spaces will contribute to
enhanced feelings of safety among consumers. Additionally, providing adequate
supervision and nursing presence, and the provision of means to summon help can
support consumers’ perception of safety. Ensuring consumers have daily activities
that are meaningful for them can alleviate boredom and give consumers a sense of
hope and connection to their life and identity outside the acute unit and make them
feel safe.
Relevance to clinical practice
Findings from this study demonstrate the need for consumers to experience a
supportive social and physical environment to feel safe in an acute unit. Acute unit
design and organisational practices often provide limited scope for consumers to
have control over the factors that contribute to their sense of safety. Nurses have
significant capacity to influence consumers’ experience of safety in acute units by
practicing in ways that promote consumers’ privacy, proactively managing the
factors that can lead to aggression, and by working in partnership with consumers
to understand what activities are meaningful for them. At the acute unit level,
contemporary facility design and upgrading of older units is essential for ensuring
consumers’ privacy is maintained. The provision of meaningful activities provided
as scheduled, by nursing and allied health staff, offers consumers respite from their
thoughts and structure and purpose during the long days of admission. At the
system level, partnering with consumers to give voice to their safety needs and
assessing how these are being met, could be part of regular quality reviews. These
findings highlight the importance of partnering with consumers to inform nursing
practice, and organisational policy and design.
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Introduction
This Thesis has presented the findings of a qualitative study to investigate what
safety means for consumers who have experienced acute unit admission. This
chapter discusses the new knowledge derived from this study and explores how it
builds on the existing literature about consumers’ perspective of safety. Key findings
arising from this study are that, for participants, safety is an expectation, safety is
complex, and nurses are central to achieving safety. The chapter also provides
recommendations for mental health policy, practice and education and suggestions
for future research. Finally, the chapter explores the strengths and limitations of the
study and the conclusions that can be drawn.
Key findings
Three key findings emerged from this study. Each of these is critically discussed in
the context of the relevant literature.
1. Safety is an expectation
Consumers’ feelings, experiences and perceptions of safety are underpinned by the
meaning that safety holds for them(218). Understanding consumers’ meaning of
safety provides a deeper understanding of how consumers’ safety can be
enhanced. This study focused exclusively on participants’ perspectives on what
safety meant for them when they were admitted to acute units. All participants
responded with detailed descriptions of their experiences during admission.
Meanings, as internalised understandings, can sometimes be difficult to
verbalise(219). It is therefore common in qualitative research for meaning to be
expressed

through

examples

embedded

in

descriptions

of

participants’

experiences(220). In this study, participants struggled to articulate the meaning of
safety in a synthesised way, but by describing their experiences, were able to
convey the meaning that safety held for them.
Participants’ vivid descriptions suggested that the expectation of safety was of great
importance to them. Indeed, feeling safe has been ranked by consumers as the
most important factor in determining satisfaction with care within acute units(221).
This study adds to this knowledge by identifying specific expectations of care within
acute units that participants related to safety. Participants in this study expected to
experience safety by having their personhood respected(39), by receiving proactive
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nursing care(38), and by being in an environment that supported their recovery(40).
Akin to the person-centred approach, participants’ expectations of safety included
having a voice, choice, control, respect and recognition, flexibility and input into their
care(56). Many participants described these expectations as not being met.
Additionally, participants expressed concerns about the proximity of other
consumers, lack of privacy and the busyness of nurses(38-40). Crowded, noisy, poorly
lit, and busy environments, with limited privacy have been found to reduce
consumers’ perceptions of safety(24,87). When consumers perceived that their safety
needs are not a priority and that they were left to fend for themselves within acute
units, they have described feeling abandoned, dehumanised, and ashamed(84).
Participants in this study described feeling that they had limited resources with which
to keep themselves safe, and as such, were reliant on others, primarily nurses, for
their safety(38). When nurses were not available, responsive, or caring, participants
internalised this as meaning that consumers’ safety was a low priority.
Participants in this study also expected to be heard, included, and respected(38,39).
This desire is not unique to mental health settings(211,222). People in medical wards
have also described feeling safe when they have a voice, feel valued and are
included in decisions about their care(223). Similar to participants in this study(38),
people receiving care in medical wards also described feeling unsafe when they
perceived that their needs were being ignored(223). The consistency between
participants’ expectations in this study and those of people in general health settings
suggests these expectations are essential to the experience of receiving healthcare.
Being treated as an equal was described by participants as an expectation that was
important to their experience of safety in an acute unit(38). There are challenges to
this expectation being met within acute units, however, as consumers may
experience both societal stigma, and self-stigma(52) related to their admission.
Stigma and self-stigma can lead consumers to experience despair and loss of hope,
which in turn diminishes their sense of safety(224). Nurses in particular need to
be cognisant of the harmful effects of stigma, and be aware of the potential for
nurses to hold stigmatising views that are felt by consumers(225). This study
adds new knowledge by demonstrating that it is important for consumers’
expectations of safety to be acknowledged and reflected in the way care is
delivered in acute units.
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2. Safety is complex
Safety within acute units is complex, as safety can be perceived in different ways
by stakeholders(82). From the mental health service perspective, safety in acute units
means that consumers, carers, visitors, and staff are free from adverse events while
interacting with healthcare services(156). Adverse events in general healthcare
services are often associated with physical harm, such as falls, medication errors
or infections. Some adverse events are more specific to the mental healthcare
setting, such as threatening behaviour or aggression by consumers, assaults,
self-harm, seclusion and restraint, and absconding from the facility(226). Participants
in this study described their experiences of feeling physically threatened by other
consumers(40). Some mental illnesses can increase some consumers’ vulnerability
to

either

perpetrating

or

becoming

a

victim

of

physical

aggression(227).

Consequently, mental health services have an important responsibility to protect the
physical safety of consumers and others in acute units(165). Similar to participants in
this study, nurses are often fearful of being physically harmed by consumers(228).
Aggression by consumers in acute units is the result of a complex interplay between
consumer and staff characteristics, and the acute unit environment(28). Despite this,
the focus of nurses’ attention is often limited to the risks posed by consumers(159),
rather than the contribution of the environment or staff factors. Approaching safety
in this way means practices such as seclusion and restraint, which are known to
compromise consumers’ sense of safety, may be understood by nurses to
be

safety

interventions(50,77). The disparate meanings of safety can result in

consumers being exposed to, rather than protected from, adverse events.
Mental health services also have a responsibility to protect consumers’
psychological safety(4). Psychological safety is linked to emotional safety and has
been described as the establishment of trust and the absence of fear(229). The risk
approach to safety in acute units makes it difficult for nurses to address consumers’
psychological safety, as shown in this study by consumers’ descriptions of not
feeling listened to, responded to, respected, or cared about by nurses(38,39). There
is evidence that risk-oriented approaches have a detrimental effect on consumers’
psychological safety(165). Conversely, there is evidence that recovery-oriented
approaches can reduce the occurrence of aggression and enhance consumers’
psychological safety in acute units(183).
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For the community, safety can be understood as being protected from harm related
to people experiencing acute mental illness(230). Acute units are, therefore, places
that keep the public safe(230). This understanding is embedded in mental health
legislation(94), where public safety is a key criterion for involuntary admission(3). The
discourse surrounding mental illness in the public sphere is often oriented toward
dangerousness, leading to fear and stigma among the general population toward
people who experience mental illness(230). Stigma and associated discrimination can
result in people with mental illness feeling ashamed and devalued(224). Consumers
are also members of the public, and they can internalise this stigma, leading to
feelings of hopelessness and despair(224). The general public’s understanding of
safety can discourage some consumers from seeking help.
Carers understand safety as knowing that consumers are being protected and cared
for by skilled and knowledgeable staff(231), and are being listened to and taken
seriously(82). Similar to participants in this study(39,40), carers have described the
provision of engaging activities and giving consumers choice, as enhancing
consumers’ experience of safety in acute units(27). Of note, however, is that while
carers prioritise consumers’ physical safety, consumers themselves place an equal
or sometimes greater priority on their psychological safety(82).
What safety meant for participants was different to the organisational meaning of
safety that currently informs practices in acute units. As a result, some practices in
acute units impede, rather than enhance participants’ perception and experience of
safety(38-40). Similar to the findings of this study, a recent investigation into mental
health services in Victoria, Australia found that many consumers felt threatened by
other consumers, and experienced a lack of dignity, respect, choice, caring and
responsiveness when engaging with mental health services(232). This affirms that
current approaches by mental health services are not adequately reflecting or
addressing consumers’ safety needs. The investigation confirmed that mental
health services were “driven by crisis”, and that there was too little focus on the
provision of therapeutic support for consumers(232)(p.10). When safety is primarily
understood as the avoidance of physical harm by, or to, consumers, healthcare
interventions become focused on restricting and containing consumers’ behaviour.
For participants in this study, safety did not mean being restricted and contained,
but rather, being listened to, cared about, empowered, and responded to as a
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person(38,39). Mental health services are large organisations that strive to manage
the high demand for acute unit beds efficiently and cost-effectively(227). Acute units
are inherently complex, due to the interplay of consumer, staff and environmental
variables that influence consumers’ and others’ sense of safety(228). The multiple
meanings of safety articulated by participants in this study add further complexity by
highlighting the need to understand what safety means for individual consumers
when they are admitted to acute units.
3. Nurses are central to safety
Nurses have the most significant capacity to influence consumers’ safety in acute
units(178). Acute units are challenging settings, and there are barriers to nurses being
able to exert their influence on consumers’ safety to the fullest extent. Participants
in this study perceived nurses as often too busy to address consumers’
physical and psychological safety needs(38). As a result, some participants described
feeling that they could not rely on nurses to keep them safe.
Consumers are highly vulnerable when they are admitted to an acute unit(221), and
nurses spending time with them is an important strategy to promote safety(93).
Nurses in acute units often have concurrent responsibilities concerning safety(76). In
addition to ensuring their own and consumers’ safety, nurses are responsible for the
safety of colleagues, carers and visitors(76). As such, nurses are responsible for
organisational, professional and environmental safety, as well as consumers’ safety
in acute units(233). These responsibilities result in nurses having a substantial and
complex workload, and thus, consumers’ safety may not always be prioritised(234).
The workload and responsibilities of nurses can have a significant impact
on their personal and professional lives. Up to 78% of nurses working in acute
units have reported experiencing emotional fatigue(235), leading them to become
both physically and emotionally detached at work(171). In this study some
participants described experiencing nurses as not being available. This was
interpreted by participants as nurses not caring about consumers and not
valuing them as equals(171). Nurses are central to safety for consumers in
acute units, therefore consideration needs to be given to ensuring nurses can fulfill
the complex demands of their role without compromising their own wellbeing.
Programs that enhance nurses’ emotional resilience, for example, have been
found to increase nurses’ capacity to therapeutically engage with consumers(171).
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In addition to having a broad responsibility for safety in acute units, nurses
are required to practice across two competing paradigms, both of which aim to
enhance consumers’ safety(4,159). The risk paradigm requires nurses to practice in
ways that restrict and control consumers(159), while the recovery paradigm
requires nurses to practice in ways that empower consumers(183). Although the
recovery paradigm is endorsed as best practice in mental health policy(4), the
way safety is defined in health services means the risk paradigm dominates
nursing practice(21). Attempting to honour these competing approaches to safety
can create a moral and ethical dissonance for nurses(78). This can also result in
nurses distancing themselves from consumers. This study found that participants
were keenly aware of nurses’ physical and emotional distance and viewed this as
a barrier to consumers’ safety.
Having limited opportunities to work in recovery-oriented ways can lead nurses
to experience stress and lose confidence in their ability to use recoveryoriented practices(76).
work

role

As

a

result,

nurses

can

experience

diminished

satisfaction(171), which may lead to high staff turnover and

subsequent nursing workforce shortages(234). High workload and low work role
satisfaction can reduce nurses’ capacity to care, which in turn can have a
detrimental impact on consumer safety(233). High nursing staff turnover in
acute units can lead to reliance on inexperienced staff or casual nurses who
are less familiar with acute unit policies and processes(171). These factors
have the potential to create a cycle of dissatisfaction for nurses and thus
perpetuate consumers’ perceptions of not being safe in acute units. Alternately,
strategies that enhance nurses’ capacity to apply recovery-oriented practice can
support nurses’ work role satisfaction and wellbeing, enabling them to have a
greater influence on consumers’ safety.
The complex nature of safety in acute units means that nurses need to be able to
anticipate risk and prevent adverse events. Acute units are also meant to be
places of recovery, however, and consumers’ safety is an important foundation
for recovery(183). The present study found that participants described
as

being

preoccupied

with

risk

at

the

expense

nurses

of consumers’

safety(38). Nurses are required to work in recovery-oriented ways, but the
risk-dominated approach makes it difficult for them to do this effectively.
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Moving the focus of nurses’ practice from risk to recovery requires a
gradual and steady transition(76). Educational programs that build the knowledge
and skills required for recovery-oriented practice, along with organisational
support to apply these practices, are factors that can support this transition(76).
Recommendations
Recommendations for Policy & Practice
Understanding what safety means for consumers enables mental health
services to strengthen practices that enhance consumer experiences of safety,
while

reducing

practices

that negatively

impact

these

perceptions and

experiences. Enhancing consumers’ feelings of safety has the potential to
improve engagement with mental health services and thus promote recovery.
Managers can use study findings to promote workplace cultures that give
appropriate priority to consumers’ experiences of safety. For nurses, knowing
what consumers

need

to

feel

safe

means

nursing

interactions

can

be targeted to consumers’ specific safety needs. Policies need to enable
nurses to prioritise time with

consumers

and

ensure

nurses

have

the

opportunity and skills to apply recovery-oriented principles in their practice(236).
The way safety is evaluated in mental health services reflects the focus
on measurable physical safety indicators, such as the rate of seclusion,
restraint, or self-harm. The development of measurable indicators of consumers’
psychological safety would enhance the value of this type of safety within
mental health services. These indicators would need to go beyond asking
consumers to quantify how safe they feel on a Likert scale, to identifying what
makes them feel safe or unsafe. This type of information could be incorporated
into the communication nurses have with consumers and included in care
planning processes, so that consumers’ individual safety needs are built into
multidisciplinary care and treatment plans. This study has shown
quality

of

therapeutic

engagement

enhanced

safety

for

that

the

participants(38).

Research is underway to co-develop a tool with consumers to measure
nurses’ therapeutic engagement(51). Incorporating such measures into the metrics
used to evaluate safety in acute units could elicit rich data with which to
improve

consumers’

experience

and

perception

of

safety.

Similarly,

measuring consumers’ perception and experiences of privacy could add a
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new dimension to existing metrics. Participants’ descriptions of feeling
frightened within acute units suggests this phenomenon needs increased
attention and further investigation. Exploring consumers’ experience of fear
over the duration of an acute unit admission could provide a foundation
from which to explore the impact of fear on consumers’ recovery, as well as
incidents of aggression, self-harm and suicide.
A recent Australian government report has recommended an increase in the number
of beds available for consumers experiencing severe and persistent mental illness,
in order to “support the recovery of the person in a safe environment which meets
their needs”(12)(p. 72). Considering this objective, it would be important to explore
whether increased bed numbers lead to an increase in consumers’ perception and
experience of safety in acute units.
The report also recommends a substantial increase in the number of nurses
employed in inpatient mental health services(12). Safe staffing in acute units has
been associated with not just the number of nurses, but the proportion of nurses
with specialty skills working in acute units(237). Little is known about what constitutes
safe and sustainable staffing in acute units, and there is a need to develop a body
of knowledge in this area(82). Participants in this study described therapeutic
engagement as a nursing skill that enhanced consumers’ sense of safety in acute
units(38,39). Aligned with an increase in nursing numbers, further research could be
undertaken to determine how to build therapeutic engagement skills for new nurses
employed in acute units.
Peer workers have the potential to enhance consumers’ safety during acute unit
admission(47). In acute units, the peer worker role is still being developed(12). Limited
acceptance by clinicians of the peer worker role has been identified as a barrier to
greater implementation of the role in mental health services(47). Exploring nurses’
attitudes toward peer workers can inform strategies to strengthen the capacity for
these roles to work in partnership to more effectively support consumers’ safety in
acute units.
Recommendations for Nursing Education
The new knowledge generated by this study can inform priorities for professional
development within acute units. Nurses working in acute units require advanced
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skills in therapeutic engagement to support consumers in acute units to feel safe.
This includes skills in listening, brief therapies, and de-escalation. Ongoing clinical
supervision to support the maintenance and development of these skills would
ensure the therapeutic capabilities of nurses are optimised. Acute units are a
specialised clinical setting, and this should be reflected in the skill mix of staff, with
a high ratio of RNs with well-developed skills and experience. Participation in
consumer-led education would also enhance nurses’ capacity to advocate and
understand consumers’ unique safety needs.
Recommendations for Future Research
There is limited research into consumers’ perceptions and experiences of safety
within acute units(147). Building a body of knowledge in this area is important to
ensure acute units are safe places for consumers experiencing severe symptoms
of mental illness. To determine whether consumers’ perspectives of safety change
over the course of their admission, future research should focus on gathering
longitudinal data from admission to discharge. Large sample sizes, as well as
ongoing evaluations, would also add depth and breadth to current knowledge.
Testing interventions such as therapeutic engagement to determine whether, and
to what extent, consumers’ safety is enhanced, is another area that should be
explored.
In addition to consumers’ perceptions and experiences of safety, research into
nurses’, carers’ and other health professionals’ perceptions and experiences of
safety within acute units would give a multi-dimensional perspective of safety that
could be used to enhance safety for all within acute units. Research should be codesigned with consumers who have experienced admission, with consumers
involved in the analysis and reporting of findings. This will enable consumers’ voices
to become more influential in mental health service design and delivery. Studies
should also be co-designed with carers, to enable carers’ voices to be heard and
have an influence on consumers’ experience of safety.
Strengths and Limitations
A strength of this study is that it explores an area about which little is known and
provided an opportunity for participants to share what safety meant for them. Acute
units are not homogenous, and a limitation of the study is that participants were
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recruited from a single, albeit large, geographic area in which there were multiple
acute units. Each acute unit has a different workforce and managerial leadership,
however, they were operated under the same governmental funding model and
legal framework. Participants in this study may have been motivated to participate
because they had strong feelings about safety. Thus, the responses reported in this
study should be read with that in mind. Nonetheless, the perceptions and
experiences of safety reported by participants in this study offer a unique insight
into safety in acute units and provide an opportunity for reflection on how safety
could be enhanced for consumers in this setting.
Conclusion
This

study

explored

what

safety

meant

for

consumers

who

had

experienced admission to acute units. The meaning of safety was described by
participants in both physical and psychological terms, and a range of factors
was identified by participants as enablers or impediments of safety. The most
substantial enabler of safety identified by participants was nurses, while the
greatest impediment was the risk-oriented paradigm which informed acute unit
practices and environment. Acute units are an important part of mental health
services. The capacity of acute units to support consumers’ safety, and recovery,
can be strengthened by recognising the important

role nurses

play

in

consumers’ safety, and reorienting mental health service policy, practice, and
culture away from risk and toward recovery. Every interaction a nurse has with
a consumer in an acute unit has the potential to affirm the consumers’
personhood by making them feel included, respected, and valued. This aligns
with recovery-oriented practice by instilling hope and connection to the identity a
consumer holds outside the acute unit. Safety is a foundation for consumers’
recovery in acute units. What safety means for consumers is different to
the organisational meaning of safety. Consumers’ meaning of safety is aligned
with the promotion of recovery rather than the prevention of risk.
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Introduction
The search for new knowledge presents
researchers with a plethora of ontological,
epistemological and methodological
choices (Clark 1998). The aim of any
study largely drives these choices, but

© RCN Publishing Company Limited 2021

multiple approaches are frequently
available and as nursing science develops,
more opportunities arise for flexibility
in a research design – the plan by which
researchers intend to answer their research
question (Creswell and Poth 2018).
nurseresearcher.com
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Finding and making use of the synergies
between compatible approaches gives
researchers the chance to tailor their
research designs to the unique contexts
of their studies. However, making the
appropriate choices can be daunting for
any researcher, but particularly for novice
researchers such as doctoral candidates.
This article describes a doctoral
candidate’s choice of a qualitative
descriptive design, informed by the tenets
of naturalistic inquiry, to answer her
research question.

The research problem
The exemplar that provides the context
for this paper is a doctoral study that
explored the meaning of safety for people
who had been inpatients of an acute mental
health unit. Safety is given a high priority
in mental health organisations (Australian
Commission on Safety and Quality in
Health Care 2018, National Mental Health
Commission 2019) and acute mental health
units are places in which service users expect
to feel safe (Stenhouse 2013). However,
many do not find acute mental health
units to be safe places (Stenhouse 2013,
Akther et al 2019, Royal Commission into
Victoria’s Mental Health System 2019).
The conundrum of why this might be the
case, despite the organisational investment
in safety, made this a complex problem to
explore. It inspired the doctoral candidate –
the lead author – to reflect on how mental
health service users understood the concept
of ‘safety’. The aim of the study was to
explore how the meaning of safety is
described by people who have experienced
admission to an acute mental health
inpatient unit.
Philosophical assumptions
and methodology
Researchers’ philosophical assumptions
inform the approaches they take to
answer research questions (Clark 1998).
Assumptions about what constitutes truth
and what is real are a study’s ‘ontological’
foundation (Creswell and Creswell 2018).
nurseresearcher.com

From this foundation, assumptions about
how truth can become known represent the
‘epistemological’ basis for the study’s design
(Ryan 2018). A researcher’s ontological and
epistemological perspectives are expressed
through a study’s ‘methodology’ – that is,
the overall approach taken to find answers
to the research question (Creswell and
Creswell 2018).
The ontological and epistemological
foundation for any methodology is likely
to sit somewhere along a spectrum of
‘paradigms’ or world views (Kelly et al
2018). A paradigm such as positivism,
which assumes that truth is objective and
quantifiable, aligns with quantitative
research methods (Kelly et al 2018).
Other paradigms, such as interpretivism
and constructivism, assume that truth
is subjective and myriad, and that each
individual’s unique life experience is the
basis on which truth – reality or meaning –
is formed (Lincoln et al 2011).
Interpretivist and constructivist
paradigms are closely related, but
there are subtle distinctions that may
be overlooked. To ensure they adopt
appropriate paradigms, researchers need
to recognise these distinctions. There
is a fundamental difference between
the paradigms in relation to how the
knowledge is used. Constructivism is
intended to develop and apply knowledge,
while the aim of interpretivism is to
understand and describe a phenomenon
from a conceptual orientation (Schwandt
1998). In constructivism, the researcher
explores the meanings that others have
ascribed to their experiences (Creswell
and Creswell 2018); in interpretivism,
the researcher interprets the subjective
meaning of others’ experiences (Guba
1990). As this doctoral study was intended
to understand the meanings that service
users ascribed to the concept of safety
and to apply this understanding to
nursing practice, constructivism was an
appropriate paradigm.
Constructivism also assumes researchers
bring their own experiences to the task of

Key points
O Coherence between

a research question,
methodology and
methods is essential
O The researcher

must understand
the assumptions
that inform a
methodological approach
O Qualitative description

informed by naturalistic
inquiry is a practical
way for novice
researchers to explore
a research question
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interpretation, thus allowing truth (meaning)
to be intersubjective (Creswell and
Creswell 2018). This paradigm aligns with
qualitative research methods designed to
explore subjective experiences and uncover
meaning (Huttunen and Kakkori 2020).
In nursing, qualitative research approaches
are eminently suited to exploring the
complexity of human experiences and
understanding how healthcare and
outcomes can be enhanced (Nairn 2019).
The researcher’s ontological position
was that service users were likely to have
had diverse experiences of being admitted
to acute mental health units and therefore
the nature of truth – the meanings
generated – would be varied rather than
singular (Huttunen and Kakkori 2020).
Her epistemological position was that
understanding service users’ meaning of
safety required an exploration of their
subjective perceptions and experiences
derived from their admissions (Court 2013).
Being clear about these ontological and
epistemological positions was important, as
it enabled her to accept that understanding
the meaning of safety required her to ask
participants in her study what safety meant
for them – and that in so doing, she would
be likely to elicit diverse meanings of safety.
Additionally, the study’s constructivist
underpinning enabled the researcher
to draw on her own experience (tacit
knowledge) to discern commonality
between some meanings. She also accepted
that her background as a nurse, with
personal experience working in acute
mental health units, meant she brought
her own perceptions and experiences
to the interpretation of patients’
descriptions of meaning.

Qualitative description
After determining the ontological
and epistemological positions and the
compatibility of constructivism with the
focus of the study, the researcher sought an
appropriate qualitative design. Qualitative
description is an empirical research design
that aims to describe how individuals
© RCN Publishing Company Limited 2021
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perceive and experience phenomena
(Neergaard et al 2009). A qualitative
descriptive design is suited to eliciting
insights about phenomena that are not well
understood (Kim et al 2017); service users’
experience and perceptions of safety in acute
mental health units is an area that requires
further research (Cutler et al 2020).
Qualitative description is used widely in
health and nursing research to generate new
knowledge by enabling participants’ own
descriptions (data) to be reported without
substantial modification (Polit and Beck
2018). By staying faithful to participants’
own descriptions, qualitative description
enables researchers to report findings
in a straightforward and logical way
(Sandelowski 2010). Although all processes
of enquiry require a level of interpretation,
a qualitative descriptive approach requires
less interpretation compared to other
qualitative approaches (Sandelowski 2010)
and the findings of qualitative descriptive
studies are reported in everyday language,
making them understandable to researchers,
health administrators and consumers alike
(Sullivan-Bolyai et al 2005). This level of
interpretation enabled the researcher to
showcase participants’ rich descriptions
of what safety meant for them, without
unduly transforming them (Lambert
and Lambert 2012).

Naturalistic inquiry
Naturalistic inquiry is a systematic process
of enquiry that enables phenomena to be
explored as close to their natural state as
possible (Sandelowski 2000). Naturalistic
inquiry enables researchers to consider
the context in which meaning has been
generated, based on the assumption that
meaning and context are inseparable
(Guba and Lincoln 1982). Research using
naturalistic inquiry allows for increased
understanding about phenomena, but
researchers can only draw reasonable
inferences from their observations (Guba
and Lincoln 1982).
Naturalistic inquiry is compatible with
qualitative description as it is intended to
nurseresearcher.com
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generate a rich and thick description of
participants’ commentary (Lincoln and
Guba 1985). Rich and thick description
means that participants’ meaning is
conveyed through the use of detailed
exemplars, coupled with the researcher’s
interpretation (Lincoln and Guba 1985).
Aligned with qualitative description,
naturalistic inquiry accepts that research
is necessarily bound in researchers’ values,
through such things as the choice of research
focus, how research questions are framed,
and the philosophical and paradigmatic
assumptions (Guba and Lincoln 1982).
It also accepts that interactions between

participants and researchers are mutually
influencing (Guba and Lincoln 1982).
The synergies between qualitative
description and naturalistic inquiry enabled
the researcher to explore what safety
meant for participants in depth and with
clarity and integrity.

Qualitative description informed
by naturalistic inquiry
The alignment between qualitative
description and naturalistic inquiry
provided a robust yet practical path to
follow (Kim et al 2017). As can be seen
in Table 1, the framing of the research

Table 1. Alignment between qualitative description and naturalistic inquiry and examples of how this was used
in the study
Qualitative description
(Sandelowski 1993, 2000, 2010)

Naturalistic inquiry (Lincoln
and Guba 1985, 1986)

Examples of use

Research is conducted with limited
degree of manipulation

Realities understood in
natural context

Participants were interviewed in venues of their choosing, such as their homes or a neutral public space

Uses the researcher’s expert (tacit)
knowledge and experiences to focus
on areas that are poorly understood

Researcher as ‘human tool’
to gather data

Individual, face-to-face, semi-structured interviews were conducted. Interviews were audio-recorded, and
observations recorded after each interview. Audio-recordings were transcribed verbatim

Tacit knowledge

The researcher had more than 25 years’ experience of mental health nursing. This afforded an awareness of
the organisational context in which participants’ comments were framed

Seeks to understand complex human
experiences

Qualitative methods

The focus of the study was the subjective and diverse meaning of safety for participants. This meant that
qualitative methods were appropriate

Seek information rich cases

Purposeful sampling

The researcher sought people who had experience of admission to an acute mental health unit

Illuminates patterns in the data using
analytic approaches common to
other qualitative traditions

Inductive analysis

Thematic analysis was used to enable multiple realities to be explored in the data. The researcher immersed
herself in all sources of data, such as verbatim transcriptions, audio-files and memos to identify patterns,
themes and other important elements of the data

Researcher stays close to the
descriptions given by participants

Theories allowed to emerge
from data

Due to the primarily descriptive nature of the study, close attention was paid to the transcripts to ensure they
accurately represented the audio-recordings of participants’ narratives

Meaning is intersubjective

Negotiated meanings

Probes and prompts were used during the interviews to encourage elaboration and ensure the researcher
was clear about the participants’ intended meanings. The researcher’s interpretation of these meanings is
reflected in the findings

Describes the experience from the
perspective of the people at the
centre of the experience

Multiple realities described

Verbatim quotes from participants provides evidence of the multiple realities that have been explored in
this study

Allows a rich description to emerge
through the voices of participants

Interpretation as unique
sources

Continuous review of transcripts and consensus-seeking within the research team ensured that
interpretation of participants’ meaning was consistent with the data

Findings relate only to the group
studied at the time they were studied

Tentative application

The reporting of the study’s findings makes it clear that the meanings are held as tentative and dependent
on context. No assertions are made that suggest the findings are objective or generalisable

Researcher reflexivity and
transparency of presuppositions held
by the researcher

Focus determined by
participants rather than predetermined by researcher

The researcher maintained a reflexive journal and debriefed with supervisors to ensure she remained
conscious of how her past experience and beliefs about the world may influence her engagement with
participants and interpretation of the data

Provides a precise account of
process, experience and events

Trustworthiness established

The criteria for rigour – credibility, transferability, dependability and confirmability – are addressed in
detailed reports and publications arising from the study

nurseresearcher.com
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question ensured the focus of the study was
participants’ descriptions.
Interviews were semi-structured and
opened with a ‘grand tour’ question
that invited participants to share
their perceptions and experiences of
safety. Analysis of the data was clearly
embedded in the detailed descriptions
given by participants, and findings were
reported using participants’ own words
through verbatim quotes. Examples
of alignment between qualitative
description and naturalistic inquiry and
how they were used in the study are
presented in Table 1.
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Conclusion
It is important for researchers to undertake
research that resonates with their beliefs,
values and purpose. Understanding the
alignment between different research
approaches enables them to adapt their
approaches to the unique problems
being addressed. Qualitative description,
informed by naturalistic inquiry, offers
researchers an accessible and practical way
to answer important research questions.
As such, it provides a rigorous yet flexible
process that researchers can follow and
elicits findings that have depth while being
easy to interpret.
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Consumer Participants Required for Research Study
Topic: The Meaning of Safety in Acute Mental Health Inpatient Units
A researcher from the University of Wollongong* is seeking to interview people who have
experienced admission to an acute (public) mental health inpatient unit. Participants will be
asked to describe in their own words what safety meant to them when they were in the acute
mental health inpatient setting.
You may be eligible for this study if you:

•
•
•

Are aged 18 years or over
Have had one or more admissions to an acute (public) mental health inpatient unit
in NSW, Australia.
Are not currently receiving care or treatment in an inpatient setting.

Participation will entail a single confidential interview at a time and location convenient to you.
Frequently Asked Questions (FAQ):
How long will the interview take? There is only one interview and it will take up to 60
minutes.
What will I gain by participating in this study? By participating in this
research, you will have your descriptions listened to. You will contribute
to new understandings about the meaning of safety for people who use
mental health services. This new knowledge may help improve the way
these services are delivered.
Will other people know what I’ve said in the interview? Your
participation will be completely confidential. No individual participants
will be identified at any time. Participating in the research will not affect
your relationship with any health service or Health Professional, now or in the future.
Are there any risks? The study will involve thinking about your experience in an acute mental
health inpatient unit. This may cause some discomfort or distress. The interview will not
require you to go into detail about your experiences, but rather to consider what safety meant
to you, given those experiences. Your participation in the study is voluntary and you may
withdraw your involvement at any time.
*This study has ethics approval from the University of Wollongong (HE14/140)
TO ENQUIRE ABOUT PARTICIPATING IN THIS STUDY
Please contact: Natalie Cutler
Email: nac639@uow.edu.au
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PARTICIPANT INFORMATION SHEET
TITLE: The Meaning of Safety in Acute Mental Health Inpatient Units
PURPOSE OF THE RESEARCH This is an invitation to participate in a study being conducted
by a researcher at the University of Wollongong. The purpose of the research is to investigate the
meaning of safety for people who have had experience of admission to an acute (public) mental
health inpatient unit.
RESEARCHER
Ms Natalie Cutler
PhD candidate
0411354829
nac639@uowmail.edu.au

SUPERVISORS
Professor Lorna Moxham
School of Nursing &
Midwifery
University of Wollongong
02 4221 2559
lmoxham@uow.edu.au

Dr Moira Stephens
School of Nursing
& Midwifery
University of Wollongong
02 4221 5350
moiras@uow.edu.au

PARTICIPANTS If you choose to be included, you will be asked to participate in an interview of
up to 60 minutes conducted by the researcher at a location convenient to you. The interview will
be audiotaped. The interview will allow you to talk about your perceptions of safety in the acute
mental health inpatient setting. A typical opening question may be: In relation to your experience
in an acute mental health inpatient unit, what did safety mean to you? The information you provide
will not be used for any other purpose than the research project. All data will be stored securely for
a period of 5 years and will only be accessed by the investigator and her supervisors.
POSSIBLE RISKS, INCONVENIENCES AND DISCOMFORTS Apart from the 60 minutes
of your time for the interview, the study will involve thinking about your experience in an acute
mental inpatient unit. This may cause some discomfort or distress. The study will not require you
to go into detail about your experiences, but rather to think about what the concept of safety means
to you, given those experiences. If you do become distressed as a result of participating in this
research, help is available from a counselling support service such as Lifeline (in Australia 13 11
14). Your involvement in the study is voluntary and you may withdraw your participation from the
study at any time. Refusal to participate in the study will not affect your relationship with the
University of Wollongong or any health services or health professionals.
FUNDING AND BENEFITS OF THE RESEARCH This study is being undertaken as part of a
PhD, and is not funded by an external body. This research will raise awareness of consumers’
perceptions of safety in the acute mental health inpatient setting. Findings from the study will be
published in a PhD thesis, and may be published in mental health journals and presented at mental
health conferences. Your confidentiality is assured, and you will not be identified in any
publications arising from the research.
ETHICS REVIEW AND COMPLAINTS This study has been approved by the Human Research
Ethics Committee at the University of Wollongong (reference HE14/140). If you have any concerns
or complaints regarding the way this research has been conducted you can contact the Ethics
Officer on +61 2 4221 3386 or email rso-ethics@uow.edu.au.
TO PARTICIPATE IN THIS STUDY Please contact Natalie Cutler (contact details above).
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CONSENT FORM
TITLE: The Meaning of Safety in Acute Mental Health Inpatient Units
I………………………………………………………………………………….……………
of (address/email)……….………………………………………………………agree to
participate in a research project explained to me by the researcher about safety in acute
mental health inpatient units.
I understand that:
* I am to participate in an individual interview, which will be audiotaped
* My privacy will be protected. Any personal information that I provide will not be made
public in any form that could reveal my identity to an outside party i.e. I remain
anonymous
* I am free to withdraw my consent at any time during the project
* I have had the opportunity to discuss this project and I am satisfied with the answers I
have been given
* I know who and how to contact if I have any questions about the research project
* I understand that my contribution will inform a PhD thesis and de-identified findings
may be presented at conferences and/or within journal articles
.....................................................
Date
......................................................
Signature of participant
Please indicate if you would like to receive a plain English summary of results when the
study concludes. These will be sent to the above address.
Yes ☐
No ☐
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The Meaning of Safety in Acute Mental Health Inpatient Units
Demographic Information
Unique Identifier Number ……………………..
Date …………………………
1. Date of Birth …………………………..
2. Postcode ………………………………..
3. Gender ………….. MALE

FEMALE

4. Have you ever been admitted to an acute (public) mental health inpatient unit in
NSW?
YES

NO

5. If yes, how many admissions have you experienced in this setting (please tick)
1

2

3

4

5 or more

6. How long was your longest admission in this setting?
7. When was your most recent admission in this setting?
8. Was your admission Voluntary or Involuntary?
9. What illness or illnesses were you treated for in this setting?
10. Have you ever experienced Involuntary admission to an acute mental health
inpatient unit?
YES

NO
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APPROVAL after review
In reply please quote: HE14/140
Further Enquiries Phone: 4221 3386

30 April 2014
Ms Natalie Cutler

Dear Ms Cutler
Thank you for your letter responding to the HREC review letter. I am pleased to advise that the
Human Research Ethics application referred to below has been approved.
Ethics Number:

HE14/140

Project Title:

The Meaning of Safety in Acute Mental Health Inpatient Units

Name of Researchers:

Ms Natalie Cutler, Professor Lorna Moxham, Dr Moira Stephens

Documents Approved:
Initial Ethics Application
Consent Form
Revised Participant Information Sheet
Recruitment Flyer
Interview script
Approval Date:

29 April 2014

Expiry Date:

28 April 2015

The University of Wollongong/ISLHD Health and Medical HREC is constituted and functions in
accordance with the NHMRC National Statement on Ethical Conduct in Human Research. The
HREC has reviewed the research proposal for compliance with the National Statement and
approval of this project is conditional upon your continuing compliance with this document.
A condition of approval by the HREC is the submission of a progress report annually and a final
report on completion of your project. The progress report template is available at http://www.uow.
edu.au/research/rso/ethics/UOW009385.html. This report must be completed, signed by the
appropriate Head of School and returned to the Research Services Office prior to the expiry date.
As evidence of continuing compliance, the Human Research Ethics Committee also requires that
researchers immediately report:
•
proposed changes to the protocol including changes to investigators involved
•
serious or unexpected adverse effects on participants
•
unforseen events that might affect continued ethical acceptability of the project
Ethics Unit, Research Services Office
University of Wollongong NSW 2522 Australia
Telephone (02) 4221 3386 Facsimile (02) 4221 4338
Email: rso-ethics@uow.edu.au Web: www.uow.edu.au
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Please note that approvals are granted for a twelve month period. Further extension will be
considered on receipt of a progress report prior to expiry date.
If you have any queries regarding the HREC review process, please contact the Ethics Unit on
phone 4221 3386 or email rso-ethics@uow.edu.au.

Yours sincerely

A/Professor Sarah Ferber
Chair, UOW & ISLHD Health and Medical
Human Research Ethics Committee
cc: Prof Lorna Moxham, School of Nursing, Midwifery & Indigenous Health
Dr Moira Stephens, School of Nursing, Midwifery & Indigenous Health

Ethics Unit, Research Services Office
University of Wollongong NSW 2522 Australia
Telephone (02) 4221 3386 Facsimile (02) 4221 4338
Email: rso-ethics@uow.edu.au Web: www.uow.edu.au
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

irma-support@uow.edu.au
Jenny Sim
Natalie Cutler; Liz Halcomb; Jenny Sim; RSO Ethics
HREC Approval of Amendment to Application 2014/140
Wednesday, 24 October 2018 10:04:49 AM

Dear Dr Sim,
I am pleased to advise that the amendment request submitted on 15/10/2018 to the application
detailed below has been approved.
Ethics Number:

2014/140

Amendment Approval
Date:

23/10/2018

Expiry Date:

26/06/2019

Project Title:

The Meaning of Safety in Acute Mental Health Inpatient Units

Researchers:

Cutler Natalie; Halcomb Liz; Sim Jenny; Bowden John

Document Approved:

Investigator Details Forms

Amendments Approved:

Additional Researcher - Prof. John Bowden
Change of supervision team approved by SMAH Associate Director
(Research)

The HREC has reviewed the research proposal for compliance with the National Statement on
Ethical Conduct in Human Research and approval of this project is conditional upon your continuing
compliance with this document. Compliance is monitored through progress reports; the HREC may
also undertake physical monitoring of research.
Please remember that in addition to submitting proposed changes to the project to the HREC prior to
implementing them the HREC requires:
Immediate report of serious or unexpected adverse effects on participants.
Immediate report of unforeseen events that might affect the continued acceptability of the
project.
The submission of an annual progress report and a final report on completion of your project.
If you have any queries regarding the HREC review process or your ongoing approval please contact
the Ethics Unit on 4221 3386 or email rso-ethics@uow.edu.au.
Yours sincerely,

Susan Thomas
Dr Susan Thomas,
Chair, UOW & ISLHD Health and Medical Human Research Ethics
Committee
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